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WHY ARE AMERICAN MARINES IN LEBANON?

James H. Madole

The military invasion of Lebanon and Jordan by American and British troops has

completely; destroyed Western prestige in the Middle East and driven the entire world

to the;: flaming brink of atomic devastation. No self-respecting Arab ruler can align

himself with the United States while American Jews are permitted to pour $150,000,000

per year in tax-deductible funds into the coffers of the Israeli war machine. The

Arab people also know that the United States Government has supplied $556,000,000 in

direct financial aid to the state of Israel during the last ten year period. One

million Arab refugees know that America is directly responsible for keeping alive the

Israeli nation which murdered and robbed 800,000 of their friends and kinsmen in

1948. America supports financially the nation which seized their homes, confiscated

their bank accounts and drove them into the barren deserts surrounding Palestine

where they have been forced to dwell in ragged tents for ten long years. DO WE DARE-

WONDER WHY THEY RESENT AMERICANS IN THE ARAB LANDS? If our slimy politicians would

stop coddling Jews and accepting their gifts and favors, as in the disgusting ex-

hibition of Sherman Adams and Bernard Goldfine, American prestige would increase

throughout the entire world.

If King Hubsqin of Jordan and President Camille Chamoun of Lebanon are so un-

popular w th theirSwn-jArab people that foreign mercenary troops must be imported to

suppress the ambitions -of the Jordanian and Lebanese people toward the goal of Arab

unity, how will this act of violent suppression affect American prestige in the entire

Moslem World? Instead of forcing Arab nationalism into the open arms of the Kremlin,

as Eisenhower and his Jewish policy-makers are now doing, Americans should demand

that our government jettison all further support for the bandit-state of Israel and

adopt an immediate policy of friendship and mutual understanding with President

Nasser of the United Arab Republic. President Nasser now holds a position similar

to that of George Washington during the great American Revolution. against British

imperialism when our national hero united the militarily weak American colonies a-

gainst the military strength of the British Bnpire and its Hessian mercenaries. It

might be added that the Hessian mercenaries were on the North American continent at

the specific request of King George of England for the purpose of putting down a re-

bellion just exactly as American marines and British soldiers are in Lebanon and

Jordan at the request of President Chamoun and King Hussein to suppress the nation-

alist aspirations of their own people. President Nasser may also be compared to

George Washington in the sense that Nasser and Washington both ruled their respective

nations by unanimous consent of their people and WITHOUT OPPOSITION POLITICAL PARTIES

AND CANDIDATES. If Nasser can be called a military dictator so can George Washington.

In regard to Russian influence in the Middle East, it should be pointed out that

native Communist political organizations have been outlawed in every Middle Eastern

nation except Israel. Nasser sought arms from Soviet Russia only after he had neg-

otiated for three years without success in Washington. WHY DOES THE AMERICAN "FREE

PRESS" NOT MENTION THE FACT THAT ISRAEL BOUGHT ARMS FROM THE SKODA MUNITIONS WORKS

IN RED CZECHOSLOVAKIA WITH AMERICAN DOLLARS DURING THE ARA&.ISRAEL1 WAR OF 1948?

Obviously American editors prefer to condemn the United Arab Republic as being pro-

Communist while keeping silent about the actions of Israel because the major source

of advertising revenue for American newspapers is concentrated in the hands of Jews,
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not Arabs or American Gentiles. Once more we find that deyrocracy may best be defined

as government of the Jews, by the Jews and for the Jews.

Should American troops continue to occupy positions in Lebanon we can look for-

ward to the safe kfnd of costly and endless guerilla warfare which has decimated the

French in Algeria and Indo-China. Russia can sit on the side-lines and watch us

slowly bleed to death. Eisenhower, obeying the orders of Roosevelt and his Jewish

New Deal regime, ordered American troops to pull back from Eastern Germany and

Czechoslovakia in 1945 thus placing Soviet Russia on a line running from the Elbe

River to the Adriatic Sea. SHALL WE NOW PERMIT THIS SENILE TOOL OF AMERICAN ZIONISTS

TO HAND OVER THE WHOLE MIDDLE EAST TO KHRUSHCHEV AS A GIFT? We can win Nasser's

friendship if we stop supporting Israel. AMERICANS AWAKEN OR FACE DESTRUCTION AS A

WORLD POWER.
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THE SINISTER FORCES BEHIND PREMIER CHARLES DE GAULLE.

James H. Madole.

The collapse of the Vichy Government led by Marshal Philippe Petain after World

War II marked the end of French nationalism. Petain had dared to pass laws which

curtailed the economic and political power of French Jewry but with the defeat of

National Socialist Germany and the imprisonment of Marshal Petain, the hero of Vedun

in World War I, all barriers to the Jewish control and exploitation of the French

nation collapsed at one blow. The Jews set up machinery, in the style of the Nurem-

berg Trials, for the legalized butchery of all French patriotic leaders who had sup-

ported the Vichy regime. Pierre Laval- when led to the scaffold to face execution

said of his misled French persecutors, "May God forgive them for they know not what

they do". The French people, brainwashed by years of Jewish propaganda though they

were, refused to let French Jewry lynch their former leader and war hero, Marshall

Philippe Petain. He was thrown into prison to rot after his name had been slandered

throughout the world by the paid zealots of the Jewish Press.

The French sank into a state of apathy following World War II. They forgot the

militant spirit of the proud French grenadiers who served under Napoleon Bonaparte

and the earlier glories of the French Empires of Charlemagne and the Bourbon Kings.

French soldiers no longer had anything to fight for under their Jew-ridden Fourth

Republic hence German mercenaries and American dollars were called upon to do their

fighting for them. Over 46,000 hired German soldiers died in the "French" Foreign

Legion during the Indo-China War (1945-1954).

The defeat of France by Ho-Chi-Minh's Red guerillas in the jungles of Indo-China

led to renewed and quite justified demands by the Moslem population of French Algeria

for their freedom from alien rule. Paris had seen at least 25 different governments

collapse since 1945* Each of these parliamentary regimes were packed with Jewish

radicals whose pro-Zionist sentiments hopelessly antagonized the entire Moslem popu-

lation of French North Africa. In addition there were racial, social and religious

differences between the people of North Africa and European France which could never

be reconciled. North Africa belonged to the Moslem World and yearned for the Pan-

Arabic aspirations whose spiritual and political center was in Cairo, Egypt. France,

like America and Great Britain, is ruled by Zionist interests. Premier De Gaulle,

the new "saviour of France" is merely a French rendition of President Eisenhower.

-When the French Fourth Republic with its parliamentary government became so corrupt

that even the lowliest street-sweeper no longer had faith in it, a French military

hero was called upon to save France from oblivion. Just as Eisenhower was nominated

to replace Truman and his Democrats so De Gaulle was appointed to satisfy the French

Army. Both Eisenhower and De Gaulle ARE IN THE SERVICE OF THE SAME ZIONIST JEWS

WHICH CORRUPTED BOTH THE AMERICAN AND THE FRENCH REPUBLICS. To prove that the same

Zionist gang rules France now as ruled under the Fourth Republic we shall examine the

names and backgrounds of some of the Jews who ruled France in the period (1945-1955).
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Notice how many were prominent in the De Gaulist Party several years before he assum-

ed absolute power. EVERY MAN LISTED HERE IS A JEWISH RADICAL AND A FRIEND OF ISRAEL.

1. LEON BLUM - the chief architect of socialism in France. He was the head of the

French government in 1936 when he threatened to send French troops across the

Spanish border to fight against the Spanish nationalists of Franco, Since then

Blum has held the post of Prime Minister and several of the most important posts

in finance and economics.

2. RENE MAYER - a Jewish radical who represents Rothschild banking interests in

France. He held a Cabinet Minister’s position many times and in 1955 became

Chairman of the Higher Authority of the European Iron and Steel Community.

3* JULES MOCH - a Jewish socialist, many times a Cabinet Minister and in 1955 he

represented France on the Disarmament Sub-Committee of the United Nations.

4. DANIEL MAYER - a French socialist of Jewish race, Minister of Labor in Blum's

government of 1947. He became president of the Foreign Affairs Committee of the

French National Assembly in 1954*

5. HERVE ALPHAND - a Jewish commercial expert, served on many international com-

missions for France.

6. Maurice Schumann - a French Jew who professes that he was converted to Cathol-

icism, Chairman of the M.R.P. or the French version of the Christian Democratic

Party and editor of their newspaper, "L'.AURORE". Was Foreign Secretary in 1951

and later became a French Premier. HE IS THE POLITICAL LINK BETWEEN THE VATICAN

AND FRENCH ZIONISTS. The Christian Democratic Parties in France, Germany

Belgium and Italy are the political arm of the Roman Catholic Church in Europe.

Schumann is the Jew with whom De Gaulle had to consult before he was permitted to

assume dictatorial powers. DE GAULLE BECAME PREMIER ONLY AFTER SCHUMANN WAS

ASSURED THAT ANTI-JEWISH ELEMENTS IN DE GAULLE’S PARTY WOULD BE SUPPRESSED.

7. JACQUES SOUSTELLE - a leading French Zionist who is known as "DE GAULLE’S RIGHT-

HAND MAN”. He was French Governor-General of Algeria in 1955. After being smug-

gled out of France during the recent power dual between De Gaulle and Premier

Pflimlin, Sous telle set up the famed "Committee For Public Safety" in Algiers which

paved the way for De Gaulle's rise to power. Soustelle is the head of the'France-

Israel Friendship League”.

8. A. MENTHQUX - a Jew who was De Gaulle's private secretary in 1955.

9. GASTON PALEWSKY - shadow advisor to De Gaulle and in charge of De Gaulle’s fin-

ances in 1955. He was responsible for atomic energy research under the regime

of the Jewish Premier Edgar Faure.

10. HENRI ULVER - a Jew who was Secretary of De Gaulle's party in 1955. He was also

assistant Finance Minister under the Jewish Premier Edgar Faure. Later became

Minister of Industry & Commerce.

11. PIERRE MENDES-FRANCE - the Jewish Premier under whose administration Indo-China

was lost to the French. A former friend of Charles De Gaulle.

12. M. THOREZ - leader of the French Communists (a Portugese Jew)

13. ANDRE DIETHELM- Was De Gaulle Party Chairman in both Chambers of the French Par-

liament. He became Vice President of the National Assembly. Died in 1954*

14. GEORGE BORIS - the Barney Baruch of France who has advised Prime Ministers from

Leon Blum to Mendes-France. He directs the newspaper, "La Lumiere”, which has

four Jewish editors.

15. DANIEL LEVI - FRENCH AMBASSADOR t> INDIA in 1948, to Red Czechoslovakia in 1952

and to Japan in 1953.

16. ADMIRAL LOUIS KAHN - Chairman of NATO in 1952. Secretary-General of the French

Armed Forces in 1950.

17. ROBERT HIRSCH - the Jewish Director-General of SURETE NAT10NALE, in charge of all

French police and espionage.

18. GENERAL JOSEPH KOENIG - Was Commander-in-Chief of the French Zone of Germany;

Inspector of French forces in North Africa and Defense Minister for the Jewish

Premier Edgar Faure,

19. VINCENT AUR10L - (a French Gentile married to a Jewess); former French President.

20. JACQUES DUCLOS - (a French Gentile married to a Jewish); Leader of the French

Communist Party.
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The above mentioned gravediggers of France are nearly all Zionists or Communists

owing their prim&ry loyalty to either Israel or Soviet Russia. Nearly all are member:

of the Jewish race. The two exceptions, Vincent Auriol and Jacques Duclos, are mar-

ried into Jewish families. A great many of these men are supporters or leaders of

the De Gaulle Party. De Gaulle is a very devout Roman Catholic and the political arm

of the Vatican in Europe is the Christian Democratic Party headed in France by a Jew

converted to Catholicism. Maurice Schumann. Before Premier Pflimlin would resign

and permit De Gaulle to assume dictatorial power it was necessary for the "saviour of

France" to have a long conference with Maurice Schumann, fit this conference De Gaulle

sold the honor of France in order to obtain power. Both the Roman Catholic hierarchy

and French Zjonism were appeased.

Roman Catholicism is a universal religious dogma which is basically hostile to

all forms of racial or religious pride. Nations which accept this dogma are usually

weak both militarily and economically as in the case of Italy, Spain, Portugal,

Southern Ireland, Mexico and Poland. The clergy seeks to crush all scientific know-

ledge which might prove detrimental to clerical dogma and to promote an agricultural

economy with a large, illiterate peasant population dominated by a devout, Roman

Catholic aristocracy or oligarchy. The Dark Ages in Medieval Europe was the GOLDEN

AGE of the Vatican. Premier Charles De Gaulle envisions himself as a medieval French

aristocrat subservient to the Roman Church.

Maurice Schumann, the converted Jew, is the link between French Zionism and the

Vatican. To prove the intent of the Vatican to support Zionist Israel against the

resurgent Moslem religious drive of President Nasser we quote from the Zionist news-

paper, "ZURICHER ISRAELITSCHE WQCHENBLATT", of March 22, 1957:

"The Vatican Radio said that Jesuits who have indirect contact with the Pope

are sponsoring a forum for the Catholic Church expressing Israel's right to self de-

fense. The Vatican, it goes on to say, is conscious of the destructive fanaticism

of exclusive Islamic Nationalism, and has no sympathy for the oil millionaires who

are sacrificing "the people of the Book". It concludes with the Pope advising Vice

President Nixon on his return to Washington to use his influence in bringing about

a just settlement between the Arab states and Israel".

To prove De Gaulle's support of French Zionism as well as his endorsement of

the Papal policy of weakening Islamic nationalism, we now quote from "CANDOUR (THE

BRITISH VIEWS-LETTER)" of June 13, 1958, an article entitled, "DE GAULLE AND WORLD

JEWRY", by the renowned British journalist A. K. Chesterton:

"Certainly the messages of good will which have been passing between the

various governments and De Gaulle show that his acceptance has been so general as to

be suspicious, Here for instance is the "LONDON JEWISH CHRONICLE'S report of the

Israeli reaction: "The Israeli Premier recalled also the attitude and help of the

French people in the Arab-Israeli war and the development since them of the happy

relations in all fields, which has led the people of Israel to feel strong anxiety

during the recent crisis in France. Now that the crisis was over, Mr. Ben-Gurion

expressed the hope that "eternal France will return to her former tranquillity,

internal harmony, and her destiny of grandeur "....De Gaulle sent the following reply:

"I thank you for the kind message which you have sent me and its expression of noble

feelings. 1 salute the courageous Israeli nation with which France maintains solid

links of friendship and shares identical spiritual ideals".

"Frenchmen can hardly find reassurance in this interchange, but the Muslim pop-

ulation of Algeria must regard it with stark horror. The "JEWISH CHRONICLE" further

describes the auspicious circumstances which attend De Gaulle's return to power:

"The new French Cabinet includes a number of Ministers who have evinced friend-
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ship for Israel and for the Jewish community. Prominent among them is the Minister

of Justice, M. Michael Debre, who is of Jewish origin. His grandfather was the Chief

Rabbi of Str^bourg. Also in the new government are M. Guy Mollet, a staunch friend

of Israel, M. Pierre Pflimlin, who has often shown himself to be sympathetic to the

Jewish cause, and M. Andre Malraux, who is closely associated with several Jewish and

Zionist organizations. He has written a book on Israel and often campaigns for the

fiends of the Hebrew University.."

"Anybody who supposes that De Gaulle has re-entered the political arena to rescue

either France or Algeria from the clutches of the Money-Power would seem, to put the

matter politely, more than a little optimistic."

With the danger of war drawing ever closer we urge you to keep informed by send-

ing a TWO DOLLAR subscription for 12 issues of the "NATIONAL RENAISSANCE BULLETIN"

today. Contributions are urgently needed to keep up with increased postal costs.

You can help spread -the word,. by purchasing Redistributing bulk quantities of this

issue at the following rates:
y '

sending in a contribution of r.® DOLLAR this month to help with.aailing costs.

This book offer includes the fdllowing::;,. , _! .

2, "THE PALESTINE PROBLEM" - a 16 page bookldt tracing the history of Palestine.

3. "GOALS OF THE EGYPTIAN REVOLUTION" - an 87 page book dealing with Nasser's

ultimate goal of a United Arab Republic. Contains illustrations.

Send your subscription, contribution or for your MID EAST BOOR OFFER to:

#&###****#****

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO OUR FRIENDS.

10 copies - - $1.00 100 copies

50 copies L $7.00 500 copies $60.00

$12.00

-1000 copies - - - $110.00

We should like to announce^ a SPECIAL, MIDDLE EAST BOOK OFFER to every member

speeches by President Nasser on the formation of the United Arab Republic.

National Renaissance Party

10 West 90th St.

New York 24, N. Jf.
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National Renaissance Party is a one-man anti-Semit
and anti-Negro organization in New York, which is under"
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WESTERN GERMANY, A SLAVE-COLONY OF ZIONIST IMPERIALISM.

James fl. Madole

Here six million Jens actually exterminated in German concentration camps dur-

ing toe twelve years in which Adolf Hitler ruled toe Third Reich or is this gory tale

merely toe usual atrocity propaganda stirred up by all major participants in world

conflicts? IJe must remember the horror stories fed to the American public in World

war 1 concerning German soldiers spearing Belgian children on their bayonets and still

other Germans who were allegedly engaged in toe strange and unpleasant task of hacking

off the breasts of young Belgian women. These ridiculous tales led to the actual

lynching of several German-Amerlcans in toe Middle West and to economic boycott of

stores owned by Americans of Germanic descent in toe United States. When toe war end-

ed both sides were forced to admit that these war-time atrocity stories were merely

designed to stir up the masses and Increase hatred toward a war-time enemy.

The Jews, however, have found it extremely lucrative to maintain toe gigantic

swindle of atrocities committed by the German people against the Jewish race. Each

year World Jewry forces Western Germany to pay toe sum of $110,000,000 in reparations

to the state of Israel, The entire Israeli merchant marine was built by the sweat

of German labor in West German shipyards. Foreign’Jews who never resided in Germany

can go to a German Compensation Court and apply for personal indemnification for

alleged financial or property loss suffered by his alleged relatives during the Hit-

ler regime, He will almost always have his claim honored because most of toe

official records were destroyed in toe war and only judges favorable to Jewishdaim-

ants are permitted to serve on the Indemnification Courts. THIS LATTER FACT IAS

STATED IN THE 1957 EDITION OF THE "AMERICAN JEWISH YEARBOOK". Thus Germany has

become a vast slave labor camp in the service of its Zionist masters. German corp-

orations are nearly all owned by foreign stockholders, a complete listing of whom is

in the hands of the National Renaissance Party.

Let us examine the facts of history closely. The Jewish race has been hated,

reviled and driven out of nearly every nation in the civilized world at one time or

another. History records that the Jews were expelled from Great Britain in the 12th

Century, from France in the 14th Century, from Spain and Portugal in the 16th Cen-

tury and from Germany, Egypt, Syria and Iraq in the 20th Century. Now we understand

that anti-Jewish feeling is even arising behind the Iron Curtain in Soviet Russia

and her satellites. Obviously Adolf Hitler had no monopoly on anti-Jewish sentiment.

WHY WERE THE JEWS HATED IN PRE-HITLER GERMANY? WAS THERE ANY JUSTIFICATION FOR

HITLER'S VIOLENT ATTACKS ON THE JEWS? He shall study the official German government

documents turned out by the Fichte Bund to find the answer to these important quest-

ions. These documents show a marked similarity between events in the pre-Hitler

Weimar Republic and events in modern Americas

FROM "THE TRUTH ABOUT THE JEWS IN GERMANY" (by Fichte Bund):

"Owing to her geographical situation, Germany has always attracted to herself a

larger proportion of the flood of Jewish emigration from the East than any other

country. Up to the early part of the 18th Century legislative provisions prevented

the Jewish immigrants from excercising any influence upon conditions in Germany.

When these were repealed toe Jews were enabled to enlarge their hold upon the econ-





omic, political and spiritual life of the country to an ever increasing extent; and

although their advance was slow, it was also exceedingly steady. No change took

place in this situation until the close of world War 1. At that time some 600,000

Jews were resident in Germany, which equals 1$ of the total population. In the

neighboring country of Poland there were another THREE MILLION of them, forming 10$

of the Polish population."

"After the war had terminated, the distress prevalent in Eastern Europe, in-

duced large numbers of Jews to cross the German frontiers and take up their res-

idence in Prussia, where a Mr. Badt—himself a Jew, managed to obtain an official

position enabling him to control all matters relative to immigration and naturaliz-

ation. He saw to it that his co-racials secured easy access to the country, while

during this same period the Western European nations were imposing far-reaching re-

strictions on immigration. Thus Jews who had entered Germany from the East found it

impossible to move farther West. They began to concentrate in the big German cities

and organized from there the systematic disintegration of the German people, A few

statistics may be helpful to show the extent to which these alien residents grad-

ually succeeded in spreading their influence upon important professions and in

various allied domains. Dear in mind Jews constituted only ONE PERCENT of the pop-

ulation:

PROPORTION OF JEWISH UNIVERSITY TEACHERS:

1. UNIVERSITY OF BRESLAU (1932)

Faculty of Arts—25$ Jews Faculty of Law—48$ Jews

Faculty of Medicine—45$ Jews

2. UNIVERSITY OF GOTTINGEN (1928)

Faculty of Mathematics & Natural Science—23$ Jews

Faculty of Medicine—34$ Jews

Faculty of Law—47$ Jews

PROPORTION OF JEWISH ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW

1. DORTMUND—29$ Jews 5. STETTIN—36$ Jews

2. HAMBURG—25$ Jews 6. KARLSRUHE—40$ Jews

3. STUTTGART—26$ Jews 7. BEUTHEN—60$ Jews

4. DUSSELDORF—33$ Jews 8 . FRANKFORT-ON-MAIN—64$ Jews

JEWISH INFLUENCE ON THE GERMAN THEATRE & FILM INDUSTRY:

"In 1931 some statistics relative to the conditions in the theatrical world

were published. Out of the 234 theatrical managers concerned, 50.4$ were Jews.

As regards Berlin theatres only, the corresponding proportion was 80$. Not less

than 75$ of all the plays performed during the years immediately preceding the ad-

vent of the Hitler Government were written by Jewish authors."

THE JEWISH ELEMENT ON THE STOCK EXCHANGE:

"The proportion of Jews on some of the committees of the Berlin Stock Exchange

was:

1. STOCKS and SHARES - 69$ Jews

2. PRODUCE EXCHANGE - 75$ Jews

3. INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION - 80$ Jews

4. METAL EXCHANGE - 83$ Jews

5. BUSINESS IN "FUTURES" -83$ Jews

6. OFFICIAL LIST OF STOCKS & SHARES - 87$ Jews

THE JEWISH ELEMENT IN GERMAN POLITICS (1919-1933):

"The Jews devoted particular attention to the task of winning over the masses

of the German workers. In doing so, they achieved considerable success through the

instrumentality of the Marxist doctrine, set up originally by the Jew, Karl Marx.

Another Jew, Ferdinand Lassale, was the founder of the Social Democratic party. The

founders of the Independent Socialist party were also Jews, and so were the leaders
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of the German Communist party. Jews were represented on the official press bureaus,

on the editorial chairs of the papers published by the political parties and, above

all, in the various parliaments of the German States. In 1928, the Social Democratic

party was entitled to 39 representatives in the committee of the Reichstag; 38 of then

were Jews. As regards the lecturers in the Workers' Educational Institutes, 81$ of

them were Jews. The "DAILY MAIL" (a London newspaper), in its issue of July 10,

1933 stated:

"The German nation, moreover, was rapidly falling under the control of its

alien elements. In the last days of the pre-Hitler regime there were twenty times

as many Jewish government officials in Germany as had existed before World War 1,

Israelites of international attachments were insinuating themselves into key position:

in the German administrative machine."

WE CONTINUE QUOTING FROM THE FICHTE BUND DOCUMENT: "The more the Jews were able

to extend this advance by their skillful machinations, the more was the German people

infected with the Communist virus, which was mainly introduced by the Jewish immi-

grants. At the same time the foundations of economic morale were sapped. The or-

dinary conceptions of commercial honesty were undermined by the dishonest and fraud-

ulent methods extensively employed by Jewish profiteers. Bribery, corruption and

immorality continually gained ground in public life, causing the moral disintegration

of the whole people. The setting fire to the Reichstag building in February, 1933

was intended to serve as the signal for the Jewish-Bolshevist revolution carefully

prepared for years. At that time the fate of the German people was literally in the

balance; and it is due to Adolf Hitler that a calamity was averted that would have

involved Germany in an agony of misery."

"Sworn enemies of the German people pretend to infer from the statistics pub-

lished above that the Jews exceed the Germans in ability. As regards their ability

to push themselves forward, this assertion is certainly correct. The Jews possess a

pronounced racial egotism. If the Germans had always stuck together as firmly as

the Jews do, these conditions could never have arisen

(END OF FICHTE BUND DOCUMENTATION)

We find that Jewish penetration of American political, economic and cultural life

runs a close parallel to the description of life in the Weimar Republic prior to the

advent of the Hitler regime. Were the German Jews really murdered by the Nazi Gov-

ernment or have the big Jewish organizations concocted the most colossal swindle in

the history of the human race? We shall let the Jews, themselves, tell us what

happened to the bulk of German Jewry, numbering less than 600,000 when Hitler rose

to power in 1933* We quote from the Jewish newspaper, "JUD1SCHE W0CHENSCHAU", of

Buenos Aires, Argentina, the issue of September 16, 1955*

"The following is a breakdown of Jewish emigration from Germany during the

Hitler period:

1. United States -- 200,000 Jews

2. Israel or Palestine-- 120,000 Jews

3. Great Britain — 50,000 Jews

4. Argentina — 40,000 Jews

5. Brazil — 17,000 Jews

6. Chile -- 15,000 Jews

7. Australia -- 12,000 Jews

8. South Africa — 10,000 Jews

9. France — 8,000 Jews

10. Uruguay -- 6,000 Jews

11. Belgium -- 4,000 Jews

12. Sweden ~ 3,000 Jews

In addition to the figures for emigration of German Jews listed above, at

least 23,000 Jews lived throughout the war in Nazi Germany. In late 1944 the Jews

of Warsaw, Poland, fully armed with modern war mate rial,launched an offensive a-

gainst Nazi troops who were holding the Vistula River line against the onrushing

Soviet Army. At least 70,000 Jews and Polish partisans were killed in this battle.

The Jews were led by the Polish partisan commander, General Bor. HOW COULD THESE

JEWS HAVE BEEN EXTERMINATED DURING 5 YEARS OF NAZI RULE IN POLAND WHEN THEY WERE ABLE

TO LAUNCH A FULL-SCALE MILITARY OFFENSIVE AS LATE AS 1944?
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Although the Hitler regime restricted Jewish dominance in German political and

professional life there was no massacre of Germany's Jewish population. At the end

of hostilities we found the same old Jewish leaders and agitators trooping back to con-

tinue their interrupted exploitation of the German people. The Jews decided to pun-

ish, if not totally destroy, tha German people for exposing their "vicious activities

to the world. We now quote from the book, "GERMANY MUST PErtlSH", by Theodore

Kaufinan (pgs. 86-88):

"There remains now but to determine the best way,- the most practical and exped-

itious manner in which the ultimate penalty must be levied upon the German nation.

Quite naturally, massacre and wholesale execution must be ruled out. There remains

then but one mode of ridding the world forever of Germanism—and that is to stem the

source from which issue those war-lusted souls, by preventing the people of Germany

from ever again reproducing their kind. This modern method, known to science as

Eugenic Sterilization, is at once practical, humane and thorough. The population of

Germany is about 70,000,000 almost equally divided between male and female. To

achieve the purpose of German extinction it would be necessary to only sterilize some

48,000,000—a figure which excludes, because of their limited power to procreate,

males over 60 and females over 45. •• .Of course after complete sterilization, there
•

will cease to be a birth rate in Germany. At the normal death rate of 2% per annum,

German life will diminish at the rate of 1,500,000 yearly... The consequent gradual dis-

appearance of the German from Europe will leave no more negative effect upon that con-

tinent than did the gradual disappearance of the Indians upon this. A detailed prograc

of the manner in which the outraged victims of Germanic onslaught might make certain

that Germany leaves no gap might be put hypothetically:

1. Immediately and completely disarm the German Army and have all armaments removed

from German Territory.

2. Place all German utility and heavy industrial plants under heavy guard, and re-

place German workers by those of Allied nationality,

3. Segregate the German Army into groups, concentrate them in severely restricted

areas, and summarily sterilize them.

4. Organize the civilian population, both male and female, within territorial sectors

and effect their sterilization.

5. Divide the German Army, after its sterilization has been completed, into labor

battalions, and allocate their services toward the rebuilding of those cities

which they ruined.

6. Partition Germany and apportion its lands.

7. Restrict all German civilian travel beyond established borders until all

sterilization has been completed.

8. Compel the German population of the apportioned territories to learn the language

of its area, and within one year to cease the publication of all books, news-

papers and notices in the German language, as well as to restrict German-language

broadcasts and discontinue the maintenance of German language schools.

9. Make one exception to an otherwise severely strict enforcement of total steril-

ization, by exempting only those Germans whose relatives, being citizens of

various victor nations, assume financial responsibility for their emigration

and maintenance and moral responsibility for their actions."

Was Kaufman's fiendish plan for the complete extermination of the Germanic people

the mere ravings of a Jewish crackpot or was it the implementation of actual policies

drawn up by World Jewry? Let us study the reaction of the American press to this de-

liberately planned genocide.

1. "MEW YORK TIMES" (owned by the Jewish Sulzberger family)- "A plan for permanent

peace among civilized nations."

2. "WASHIMGT0N POST" (owned by the Jew, Eugene Meyer)-"a provocative theory—interest-

ingly presented"

3. "TIME MAGAZINE" (owned by the Luce family)-"A SENSATIONAL IDEA".



General Elsenhower, the tool of Franklin 0. Roosevelt and Barney Baruch, was

called upon to carry out a systematic plan to destroy Germany. We quote from page

2637-38 of the booklet entitled, "IMTErtLOCKlHG fiJBVERSION IN GOVERNMENT", published
by the Government Printing Office in 1956:

"On August 7, 1944> at approximately 12:35 P:M, in a tent in Southern England,

the Morgenthau Plan was bom. Actually, it was General Dwight D. Elsenhower who

launched the project.. Elsenhower made the statement that actually sparked the German

hardship plan. He. said he thought the Germans had punishment coming to them: "the

ringleaders and the SS troops should be given the death penalty without question,

but punishment should not end there." He felt the people were guilty of supporting

the regime and that made them a party to the entire German project, and he personally

would like to "see things made good and hard for them for a while." He pointed out

that talk of letting Germany off easy, after taking due care of the top people, came

from those who feared Russia and wanted to strengthen Germany as a bulwark against

any desires for expansion which Russia might some day have. On the other hand, he

(Eisenhower) did not personally think that Russia would want anything "BECAUSE SHE
NOR HAS ALL SHE CAN DIGEST, AND SHE HAS PROBLEMS OF HER OWN WHICH WILL KEEP HER BUST

ONTIL LONG AFTER WE ARE DEAD."

The plot to physically destroy the Germanic people should surprise no one who is

familiar with the atrocities committed by Jewish Zionists against the British during
the Palestine Mandate and the later slaughter of 800,000 Palestine Arabs by the

Israeli Army. The German people have become human robots using their scientific and

indistrial genius to enrich and strengthen the state of Israel. They live under the

whiplash of Zionist taskmasters and their wages are siphoned off in the form of taxes

and a high cost of living which dwards even our own misery in the United States. To

know the JEW IS TO HATE THE JEW. ORGANIZE FOR ACTION TO FREE AMERICA.

a*###*#*##*##***###
A VITAL MESSAGE TO OUR SUPPORTERS

This vital issue of the "National Renaissance Bulletin" required a tremendous

amount of research. The scope of our distribution of this issue depends entirely ON

TOD. Please SEND AN IMMEDIATE CONTRIBUTION to aid in the further printing and dis-

tribution of this issue. Subscriptions to this publication cost TWO DOLLARS per

12 issues. Bulk rates for this issue cost as follows:

10 copies - $1.00 100 copies - $12.00

50 copies - $7.00 500 copies — $60.00

BOOKS ON THE JEWISH QUESTION AVAILABLE THIS MONTH:

1. "THE NAMELESS WAR" — Capt. A.H .M. Ramsay, 120 pages ($2,00)

2. "HIDDEN GOVERNMENT" —Lt. Colonel John C. Scott, 75 pages ($2.00)

3. "DEADLIER THAN THE H BOMB" — Wing Commander Leonard Young, ($1.50)

4. "GRUESOME HARVEST" - RALPH KEELING -- ($2.00)

Send your contribution, book order or subscription to:

National Renaissance Party,

10 West 90th St.

New York 24, N. Y.



IS ANTI-JEWISH FEELING JUSTIFIED BY WORLD HISTORY?

The record of history proves conclusively that the Jews, more than any other

racial or religious group, have been reviled, hated and driven out of nearly every

Gentile nation, both civilized and uncivilized, both Christian and Moslem, during

the period of recorded history. History records that the Jews were expelled from

Great Britain in the 12th Century, from France in the 14th Century, from Spain and

Portugal in the 16th Century and from Germany, Egypt, Syria and Iraq in the 20tb

Century. Now we even hear of anti-Jewish sentiment arising behind the Iron Curtain

in Red Poland and Soviet Russia. Is anti-Jewish feeling always the fault of the

Gentile majority or could the activities of the Jewish minority within the Gentile

nations be responsible?

For nearly 2000 year6 the Jewish race has chosen to live as a "state within

a state", refusing to become assimilated into the Gentile environment in which they

live. They have accumulated great wealth and power from their Gentile host-nations

in Europe and North America but they have used this power and wealth to increase

the stranglehold of World Jewry on the political life, national economy, real

estate and natural resources of the Gentile peoples. Thus while the World Jewish

Community has grown fat and prosperous, the Gentile nations, are being slowly bled

white and pauperized. The Jew has promoted the doctrine or Zionism which compels

all its adherents to swear their primary loyalty to the state of Israel, thus

making all Zionist Jews a dangerous Fifth Column within the boundaries of Gentile

nations.

American foreign policy has become completely subservient to Zionist dictates.

During the British Mandate in Palestine the Zionist Jews conducted a merciless

reign of terror against both the British and Arab population of the Holy Land. On

November 6, 1944, Lord Moyne, the British Minister of State for the Middle East

was shot down in cold blood in a Cairo street by members of the Jewish Stern Gang.

Later Count Bernadotte of Sweden was murdered in exactly the same manner by the

Irgun Zvai Leumi, a Jewish terrorist society. On July 22, 1946 the Jews blew up

the King David Hotel in Jerusalem killing 92 British men, women and children. THE
AMERICAN PRESS, UNDER PRESSURE OF ITS JEWISH ADVERTISERS, URGED AN AMERICAN BOY-

COTT OF ALL BRITISH BUSINESS FIRMS UNTIL ENGLAND WOULD BE FORCED TO TURN PALESTINE

OVER TO THE JEWS. When Great Britain finally abandoned Palestine to the Jews a

reign of terror was instigated during which 800,000 Palestinian Arabs were mur-

dered and 1,000,000 Arabs were driven into the deserts surrounding Palestine to

starve. Their homes, bank accounts and herds of cattle were confiscated by the

Israeli State. AMERICA, UNDER THE TRUMAN GANG, RECOGNIZED THIS LEGALIZED ROBBERY

WITHIN FIVE MINUTES AFTER ISRAEL WAS OFFICIALLY ESTABLISHED. No wonder the Afro-

Asian people distrust the American government.

The book "GERMANY MUST PERISH" by Theodore Kaufman, pages 87-88 explains as

follows how the Jews planned to systematically destroy the population of Germany:

"There remains now but to determine the best way, the most practical and ex-

peditious manner in which the ultimate penalty must be levied upon the German

nation. The population of Germany is about 70,000,000, almost equally divided be-

tween male and female. To achieve the purpose of German extinction it would be

necessary to only sterilize some 48,000,000—a figure which excludes, because of

their limited power to procreate, males over 60 and females over 45. Of course

after complete sterilization, there will cease to be a birth rate in Germany."

This fiendish Jewish plan was endorsed by the "NEW YORK TIMES" and "WASHINGTON POST"

both Jewish periodicals.

For facts on the Jewish Question subscribe to our monthly "NATIONAL RENAISSANCE

Bulletin" at TWO DOLLARS per year. For sample write:

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY, 10 WEST 90th STREET, NEW YORK 24, N.Y,
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Nlemorandum^ * united states government

ro s

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-245) DATE .
10/24/58

FROM SAC, LOS ANGELES (105-6075)

SUBJECT: BOMBINGS AND ATTEMPTED BOMBINGS
IN SOUTHERN COMMUNITIES
RACIAL MATTERS

Rebuairtel to Albany and all other continental
offices dated 10/16/58 .

In compliance with rebuairtel, the following is sub-
mitted. Extra copies are being furnished the Bureau for its
files on the organizations mentioned in rebuairtel, and the two
additional local (to Los Angeles) organizations mentioned
in this letter. Information copies are also being directed to
the pertinent offices of origin of the organizations concerned.

A review of Los Angeles files discloses no informa-
tion of local origin concerning the following organizations
that cpncerns their background or could be of possible aid in
investigation of them that has not already been furnished the
Bureau and the offices concerned: \

WJM:
(36)

Bureau (62- 245
)
( AIR MAIL

)

Atlanta (Info. ) (100-4976 - CAJP)
( - CU)

Chicago (Info. )( - CPC)
( - NCP)

Indianapolis (Info. )'( - NSRP)
(51=5 - SSLA)

Newark (lnfo.)( - CEA)
New York (Info.TTIU5=6071 - ACAWC)

(105-6112 - NRP)
( - NP)

St. Louis (Info. )( 100- 10834 - NCPA)
Washington Field (Info. ) (100-33226
Los Angeles (IO5- 0O75 )
’1 - 100-44603) (AN)
1 - 100-7945) (CNC)
1 - 100-33703) (KAC)
,1 - 105-666 ) (WIS)
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LA 105-6075

Organization Bufile Office of Origin

American Committee for the
Advancement of Western Culture

105-22853 New York

Christian Anti-Jewish Party 65-15743 Atlanta

Christian Educational Association 105-9621 Newark

Christian Patriots Crusade, aka 105-53447 Chicago

Confederate Underground 105-70219 Atlanta

National Citizens Protective
Association

105-16510 St. Louis

^^National Renaissance Party 62-83296 New York

National States Rights Party 105-66233 Indianapolis

Nationalist Party, aka 105-33261 New York

Nationalist Conservative Party 105-39509 Chicago

Silver Shirt Legion of America 61-7587 Indianapolis

White Citizens Council of the
District of Columbia, aka

100-423395 Washington Field

Los Angeles files likewise disclose no information
concerning FREDERICK JOHN KASPER and JESSE B. STONER not known
to the Bureau and the offices of origin.

It has, of course, been brought to this office's
attention in the past few years that literature issued by
certain of the above organizations, namely, the Christian
Educational Association, the Christian Patriots Crusade, the
National Citizens Protective Association, and the National
Renaissance Party (most commonly the first mentioned), has been
distributed, usually by unknown persons via mail and under
circumstances indicating no effort to organize branches in the
Los Angeles area.

The literature concerning the National Renaissance
Party has been invariably small, poorly done, mimeographed
leaflets discovered during the past year inserted between the
pages of books in school and public libraries in the Los Angeles
vicinity, alluding to no local address or activities but
attempting to interest the reader in subscribing to the organi-
zation's "Bulletin."
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Of possible interest is a news article that appeared
in the Los Angeles ''Mirror News" dated January 18, 1955* which
mentions that the National Renaissance Party had come to the
attention of the House Committee on Un-American Activities, which
had, in a report on "hate groups", stated one JAMES R. WHITE,
billed as an "organizer" for the NRP in Los Angeles, had been
a guest speaker at a meeting of the NRP in Yorkville, New York,
on June 26, 1953; that WHITE had allegedly organized a fully
uniformed group "in his city" and had distributed thousands
of copies of the NRP's "Bulletin." - The article suggested the
House Committee had given WHITE "unduly high notice, " adding
that "whatever activities he may have engaged in for the NRP
in the past now are pretty much discontinued, " and that in any
event WHITE had departed Los Angeles to attend the Hastings
School of Law in San Francisco. In connection with this news
item, it is interesting that none such mentioned activities"'
on WHITE'S part had previously come to this office's attention,
and presumably were greatly exaggerated, if not total false-
hoods.

The following is submitted for the Bureau's considera-
tion in regard to the organizations mentioned in rebuairtel as
existing in the Los Angeles area, along with two others which,
file reviews show, fall in the category of "hate" mongers:

CHRISTIAN NATIONALIST CRUSADE, aka
(Bufile 62-43818)

The CNC continues to maintain its mailing headquarters
in Glendale, California and is, along with Its various "paper"
auxiliaries, the media through which GERALD L. K. SMITH, aided
bv a staff of associates of long standing I

J Dr. WESLEY SWIFT, and l I

[, maintains the publication of racially
biased propaganda and preserves his following through personal
appearances at meetings held in Los Angeles and sometimes in
the course of tours across the country.

SMITH and his organizations have been the subject of
continuous investigation by the Bureau for many years until as
recently as last year. He has not been found to advocate that
his followers engage in violence of any kind, or that violence
be involved in the solution of any of the problems he presents
to his audiences and readers.

CS 1 who has maintained an active interest
for years in SMITH (and the CNC) in view of his frequent

b7D
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meetings at the Embassy Auditorium in Los Angeles, stated on
October 20, 1958, that SMITH and his associates, including the
former California Klan leader. Rev. WESLEY SWIFT, have never
committed themselves to a course of violence. He said that
SMITH'S organizations are not membership. organizations but
are only "paper" organizations, and thrive on the sale of
literature, almost entirely, of SMITH'S own production, and
the contributions from his audiences at meetings and others
who approve the tenor of his literature and accede to his fre-
quent appeals for funds. (His CNC, as a "national political
committee" makes regular reports to Congress under the Federal
Corrupt Practices Act, listing the names of those who contri-
bute over $100.

)

He stated SMITH'S activities are always open and
aboveboard, and hi3 character is such that were he to be
approached by the authorities he would more than likely turn
over the keys to his office, to the embarrassment of his inter-
viewers. It is this openness, coupled with his unique oratorical
and organizing abilities, and an excellent sense of discretion
in relation to the legality of -his movement, that has permitted
him to endure as the pre-eminent public crusader of a "white
Christian America. " His continued success remains dependent
on these considerations, and his being involved in any way
with the illegal activities of violence, such as the bombings
in the South, would be his downfall. In other words, he has
too much to lose to involve himself in such activities.

CS
| |

said this conclusion likewise applies
to his associates, including SWIFT, over whom SMITH exercises
personal direction. Moreover, SWIFT is too intelligent a man
to have not come to realize with the passing of time that the
course most conducive to his own interests (if he ever thought
otherwise) is one of avoiding similar involvement. CS l

added that SMITH reportedly expressed his serious concern that
his organization might unjustly be blamed in some way for the
recent bombings in the South.

| |
Los Angeles

Jewish Community Center, Los Angeles, California, who has .

likewise maintained an active interest for years in SMITH'S
organizations, in concert with other Jewish investigative
organizations throughout the. country, stated on October 20,
1958, that SMITH'S primary Interest is financial and that he
is too Intelligent to permit himself or his associates to
bring about the ruin of his whole "racket" by involvement,
direct or indirect, in violence such as the bombings in the
South. He said he has not heard and does not believe that

hi

b6
hi
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a serious possibility exists that SMITH or his associates have
any relation to the bombings.

I lof the Los Angeles Sheriff's Office's
Anti-Subversive Detail,

|
bf the

Pasadena. California Police Department, and I I

I \ of the Glendale, California Police Department
(on October 22, 1958) were able to furnish no information in-
dicating that the above characterizations of SMITH and his
organizations are not true. All the above sources stated
that they have received no information indicating that anyone
or any organization locally advocates the use of violence in
racial matters, or that anyone is suspected of possible involve-
ment in the recent bombings in the South.

"WILLIAMS' INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY"
(Bufile 105-10091)

Los Angeles files disclose ROBERT H. WILLIAMS has
been engaged solely in the publication of his literature,
and that there is no information that he has advocated
violence in the solution of racial problems. He has, more-
over, been interviewed by Special Agents on two or three
occasions in the past and has always been cooperative.

I 1 wlio has been reliably cooperative with Agents of
this Office in security matters on several occasions, stated
on October 23

j

1958, that he has been acquainted with
ROBERT H. WILLIAMS for some time in Santa Ana and that as
long ago as 1957* WILLIAMS ceased publishing the "Williams’
Intelligence Summary" under the name Williams' Publications,
Post Office Box 868, Santa Ana, of which he was the sole
proprietor. He said that WILLIAMS quit because his liter-
ature activities had never been remunerative; that WILLIAMS
has since moved to Silverado, California; and is now the
owner and manager of the Dupllcard Addressing Machine Company,
1010 East Chestnut Street, Santa Ana. He explained that
during the past few years WILLIAMS had been working on the
side perfecting an invention (the Dupllcard Addressing Machine)
and that he has recently been able to incorporate and go
into business on a full-time basis. He said that WILLIAMS
now retains no connections with his past publishing activi-
ties; that he never had a membership organization or advo-
cated violence in his writings, and has made no trips outside
of California during the past couple years, and could con-
ceivably have had, no connection with the bombings in the
summer.
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CS I 1 ( above ) both confirmed
the statements that WILLIAMS is not known to have advocated
violence in, his articles, or to have been more than a pub-
lisher of his own writings on communism and subversive
influences from an anti-Semitic point of view.

AMERICAN NATIONALIST
(Bufile 105-22921 );

KEEP AMERICA COMMITTEE
(Los Angeles file 100-33703)

The American Nationalist (AN), Post Office Box 301,
Inglewood, California, is the name under which PRANK L.
BRITTON, 11146 Hawthorne Boulevard, Hawthorne, publishes
(on an irregular basis) the four-page "The American Nation-
alist" and miscellaneous anti-Semitic and anti-Negro leaflets,
replete with lurid photographs which he mails locally and
allegedly to addressees in the southern states. BRITTON
and the AN have been the subject of previous investigation
by this Office in 1953 and again in 1956. At those times
it was learned that BRITTON operates alone and is engaged
solely in the sale of his own literature, making frequent
appeals for subscriptions to his literature and donations
,.tO continue his efforts, Referral/Consult

b6
b7G
b7D

The Keep America Committee
.

(KAC), Box 3094, Ter-
minal Annex, Los Angeles, California, is, similarly, a name
behind which Mrs. HELEN W. COURTOIS, 1405 Sutherland Street,
Los Angeles, publishes literature, usually reprints of
other "nationalist" literature. None of the various items
that have come to this Office's attention advocates violence.

- 6 -
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i
seeks membership or mentions organized activity, but only
indicates that the particular items can be ordered in
batches at a price from the KAC.

CS ]( above) both state that
their organizations have been actively interested in
BRITTON'S AN and COURTOIS ' KAC and have learned -that the
AN and KAC are not and have never sought, to be membership
organizations, hold no meetings and are operated solely by

(
BRITTON and COURTOIS for the production of literature.
They stated that neither is known to have advocated vio-
lence or to have been associated with anyone who has.

I ladded that COURTOIS is a woman in her later 50’ s or
early 60's. They stated that it ..is not conceivable that
either BRITTON or COURTOIS have any connection with the
bombings in the South and that neither has the ability nor
the funds to engage in any activities outside the state,
except for the mailing of literature.

I I of the Anti-Subversive Detail
of the Los Angeles Sheriff's Office; ! I

I lof the Pasadena, California, Police Depart-
ment^ lof the Glendale.
California. Police Department. and|

,

of the Inglewood, California, Police Depart-
ment (.on uctooer 22, 1958), were able to furnish no
additional pertinent information concerning BRITTON and
COURTOIS

.

GENERAL

be
b7C
b7D

b6
hlC

All of the above-mentioned sources stated they
have received no information indicating anyone or any orga-
nization locally advocates the use of violence In racial
matters, or that anyone is suspected of involvement in the
recent bombings in the South.

Contact with security informants and all other
logical informants and sources has been unproductive but
has served to alert them to the importance of immediately
forwarding information concerning persons or organizations
possibly, relating to bombings in the South to this Office.
Contact with them will be maintained on a continuing basis.

RECOMMENDATIONS
' '

It is recommended that no active investigation
be undertaken in connection with the "Williams 1 Intelligence

- 7 -
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Summary" in view of its discontinuance almost one year ago,
and WILLIAMS’ disassociation from his past activities, be-
ing presently absorbed in his new business. It is also
considered, being "one-man" operations of a nonmembership
type engaged in issuing literature, investigations of
BRITTON'S American Nationalist and COURTOIS' Keep America
Committee are not warranted and would be ineffective in
achieving the Bureau’s primary purpose in these investiga-
tions; consequently, no active investigation will be con-
ducted of these three organizations, UACB.

With regard to SMITH'S Christian Nationalist
Crusade: Prom investigation conducted in the past (until
1957 )* the continuing review of literature emanating from
the CNC and the continuing attention it receives from local
sources, a presumptive pattern has been established indi-
cating that SMITH and his associates are not of such a
radical nature as to present a potential for violence,
except, of course, insofar as deep-seated, racial ill-feeling
is engendered in some readers of his literature. In inves-
tigating SMITH and his associates to ascertain whether the
above-mentioned presumptive pattern does not apply equally
to their activities when outside of California, it would
seem necessary to establish a source among SMITHsinner
staff which, it is believed, would constitute' a grave risk
of embarrassment to the Bureau, because it is apparent
that the interests of each associate is the interest of all.
Other investigative steps, it is believed, could hardly
achieve the primary purpose for initiating investigation.

The Bureau is requested to advise whether it
desires the risk be undertaken, nevertheless, or whether it
is thought a direct approach to SMITH and/or any of his
associates, and for that matter BRITTON, WILLIAMS and COURTOIS,
for any information they may have heard in connection with
the southern bombings, is not warranted. SMITH may, in
the past, have ridiculed the idea of the FBI investigating
him and his organization(s), but it is not recalled that
he has been critical of the Director or the FBI.

This Office will, in addition, review its files
to identify certain individuals who may
have participated in Klan activities years ago to
establish their present activities and to determine if
they might properly be considered within the Bureau's program.

- 8 -
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"

6 Memorandum • united statS government

TO : Director, FBI ‘ (62-83296) (RM)
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FROM . :

DATE:
: 10/24/58

SAC, NEW YORE (105-6112), Attention:

.

$T: Msubjbct: ^ NATIONAL RENAISSANCE • PARTY.
IS - X

• EU Domestic. Intelligence Division

•

Investigative Division

Name: .National Renaissance Party and JAMES MADOLE

Address: 10 West $0th- Street, NYC . .

Type of Mail: ,First . Ql&ssj Third Class, Postcards
^ ^ , ,

Type of Cover: Name and address of sender (return address)

Period Covered: 30 days

.Purpose of Cover: Establish contacts"of JAMES MADOLE
/

justification: (Comment on necessity, desirability, productivity, possibility of embarrassment to Bureau.
If necessary continue on extra page.) r

^

.JAMES MADOLE is the leader of the National Renaissance
Party and his contacts are important to investigation
of the case. MADOLE has no telephone and this cover
will be the best source for his contacts. 1 This, mail
cover should in no way embarrass the Bureau.

railed. 10

OCT 3 0 1958

P.0MfV?-FBf

FD-115 will be directed to. Postmaster'

MPLjRML
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L a-

txn FD-H5awill be directed to Postal Inspector
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'
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~-’T '

NOT
14 OCT £$ 1958

(ncfSe)r™'Posta3 Tn .gp ft c.t n-p in Charge
(address) JG£0 33rd Sts & 8th/ Ave.

New Yr>rk. NY
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^
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;
r
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Office Memorandum • united states government

ro : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-83296) date: 10/28/58 >

SUBJECT:

SAC, MIAMI (105-821)

aNATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
INTERNAL SECURITY - X; -

RACIAL MATTERS
(NEW YORK: 00)

Re Bureau airtel dated 10/16/58, entitled "BOMBINGS
AND ATTEMPTED BOMBINGS IN SOUTHERN COMMUNITIES - RACIAL MATTERS."

Miami indices contain no information concerning the
above-captioned organization which is not in the possession of
the Bureau and New York, origin.

Bureau (RM)
2 - New York (105-6112) (RM)
1 - Miami
HRArmfh
(5)
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Headquarters of National Renaissance
Party (NRP) remains at the apartment
of JAMES MADOLE,- 10 West 90th Street,

,

NYC. MADOLE, under NRP stamp, has
distributed the August, 1958 issue of
the NRP Bulletin entitled, "Western
Germany, A Slave Colony of Zionist
Imperialism 1

'
. Also has distributed

literature opposing integration and
pro-Arab literature published by the
"Palestine Arab Refugee Office" in
NYC, and the Iraqi Embassy. MADOLE
spoke at a meeting in NYC in October,;

1958 , sponsored by an atheistic
-/ ,) organization. MADOLE has stated the

Ĵ£W*>*'** hr! is opposed to violence.
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DETAILS

:

The National Renaissance Party will be referred
to in this report by the initials NR?.

LOCATION 0? HEADQUARTERS

T-l on October 22, 1958, advised that the NRP
is run by JAMESrMABOLE from his apartment at 10 West 90th
Street ,__New YorJJ City

.

^
. i l4

An examination of the premises at 10 West 90th
Street, New York City, by SA on October 22>
1958 * indicates that the NRP is listed on the same mailbox
as JAMES MADOLE. This is apartment 8, .10 West 90th Street,
New York City.

b6
b7C

There are no listings for the NRP in current
telephone directories for the City of New York.

It should be noted that literature disseminated *

by MADOLE bears the stamp of the NRP and gives its address \
as 10 West 90th Street, New York City. \

DESCRIPTION OP LITERATURE

I I in October. 1958. made available a copy of a
pamphlet entitled. "Who Is The Real Enemy?" According to

I I this pamphlet was being passed out in the Kew
Gardens area. The pamphlet is stamped oh the back "National
Renaissance Party, 10 West 90th Street, New York 24, New York".

This pamphlet discusses the role Jews have played
throughout history and makes the charge . that the Jews are *

2



making use of the Negro peoples to degrade Americans and to
"form a trained-ape red Mau Mau army to protect the Jews
in case you wake up before its too late". The pamphlet
concludes that the real enemy in America is the Jewish
peoples and that the enemy capital, for. many years has been
New York and not Moscow.

I on October 17* 1958, made available a throwaway
which he said was being distributed in the Forest Hills
area. The back of- this throwaway announces that mere can be
ordered from the NRP, 10 West

.

90th Street, New York 24,
New York, at the rate of twenty-five copies for $1.00.
This throwaway is in comic strip form and tells the story
of a white girl marrying a Negro boy. The result of the
marriage according to the leaflet, was the birth of two
children, one white and one black. The leaflet then goes
on to show the embarrassing things this can bring about..
The back of the leaflet is captioned, "Exposing the Perils
of Racial Integration" . Under this caption quotations are
given from some leading statesmen, scientists and philosophers
showing their viewpoints in regard to. the "fundamental in-
equality of the Negro race". Quotations are included from
ABRAHAM LINCOLN and THOMAS JEFFERSON.

On October 22* 1958, JAMES MADOLE was interviewed
under a suitable pretext by a Special Agent of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation* at which time MADOLE furnished copies
of literature that he was passing out throughout the country
in his role as leader of the NRP.

One of the items furnished by MADOLE was the August,
19.58 issue of the NRP Bulletin. On its masthead this bulletin
states that it is the official organ. of the NRP devoted to a *

restoration of the American republic, a preservation of American
sovereignty and the establishment of an American regime basc-d
on the principles of racial nationalism and social justice.

- 3 -
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of
This issue consists/an article entitled, "Western

Germany, A Slave Colony of Zionist Imperialism" by JAMES H.
MADOLE. This article makes the charge. -that the Jewish peopl
are attempting to dominate Western Germany and have engineer
the weakening of Germany after World War II.

In a concluding paragraph the bulletin states as
follows : .

"The plot to destroy the Germanic people should
surprise no one who is familiar with the atrocities committed
by Jewish Zionists against the British during the Palestine
mandate and the later slaughter of 800,000 Palestinian Arabs
by the Israeli Army. The German people have become human
robots, using their scientific and industrial genius to
enrich and strengthen the Ctate of Israel"

.

MADOLE also made available a copy of the pamphlet
"Who Is The Real Enemy?", mentioned above. MADOLE explained
that he distributes this pamphlet in an effort to recruit
members for the NRP. MADOLE also made available the following
items of literature he is distributing under NRP auspices:

1. A pamphlet entitled, ."Communism and the NAACP"

.

This pamphlet is published by thg&®e&rg.ia—C.ommis.s.ion on
Education. 220 AgrJ.eultur.e_BuildinK.~l9 Hunter StreetT, B .W

.

Atlanta 1. Georgia . The. pamphlet outlines what it considers
^the Communist background of many of the national leaders in
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP). .

2. A pamphlet entitled, "Massacre of Arabs in
Israel", by TOUFHjj^OUBI . TOUpiQ TOUBI is identified on the
pamphlet as a member of the Israelis Parliament . The pamphlet
concerns itself with a "massacre perpetrated at the P^rab •

village of Kafr-.Quassem inside Israel on October 29, 1956,
the day Israel launched its military attack on Egypt. The
front of the pamphlet bears the stamp of the NRP

.

- 4 -
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3 . A throwaway leaflet which is a biography cf
President GAMAL ABDEL NASSER of the United Arab Republic..

4. "Israel and the Arab States" .by SYBIL EYRE
published by the Iraqi Elnbassy, 21 Queens Gate, London

£m S.W. 7. This pamphlet deals with the problems of settlingL more than a million Arab refugees. It bears the stamp of
the NRP on its front.

5. An advertising throwaway captioned , "Arab
Nations Support Egypt's Arms Deal". On the back this throw-
away has the stamp of the NRP

.

6. A booklet entitled, "Threats and Intimidations"
compiled by the Egyptian Information Department, 22 Solomon /
Street, Cairo, Egypt. This booklet bears the stamp of the
NRP era the front and deals with the intervention of the
British and French Governments la Egypt, and an interpretation
of Article 33 of the Charter of- the United Nations (UN) with
respect to that intervention in. the Suez Canal area.

7- A pamphlet entitled, "The 'Policy That Invited"5*—

~

Soviet Russia to the Middle East" by IZZAT^WWNOUS, MD. This
booklet is originated by. the Palestine/ Arac) Refugee Office,
801 Second Avenue, Room 801, New York 17, _N.evL.Yprk. It also
be'ars the stamp, of the NRP. The' bottom of this booklet’ states
tiijat the material has been filed with the Department of Justice
where the required statement of the "Palestine Arab Refugee
Office", registration number 897, is available for inspection.
This booklet makes the point that "the Palestine tragedy which
has made one million Palestinian Arabs homeless and destitute
is at the root of the grave tension that prevails today in the
Middle East"...

The booklet also points .cut that the foreign policy
of the United States in the Middle East had alienated the
Arab people and compelled them to turn their faces to other
directions. The concluding paragraph of this booklet states.
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"It is a fact that the failure of the United States to take
the lead in the implementation of United Nations resolutions --

resolutions which were of the making of the United States and
which only gave the Arab refugees a fraction of their rights —
has driven a large number of the Arab. people to look East for
their salvation; The Soviets seized the opportunity and the
tug of war is now in progress between East and West"

.

MADOLE, when interviewed under pretext, explained
that he is distributing pro-Arab literature since he agrees
with the Arab position in the Middl.e East. He stated that he
and his organization are antir-Jewish and they feel thejr will
distribute pro-Arab literature since both he ahd the Arabs
are, working in the same direction/ He also made the statement
that he was distributing literature from the Iraqi Government.

GENERAL ACTIVITY

The records of the Bureau of Special Services of the
New York City Police Department were checked oh October -22,

1953, by SAp L They indicated
a meeting wo a held at Sc einway Hall, 113 West 57th Street,
New York City, sponsored by CHAJ^j^(^TH,...puhllsher of .the
magazine "The-' Truth- Seeker"/''/ This was in general a meeting
of racists--and/most of the speakers were highly critical of
the Je.,wish_,peoples . UAI'ES' 'MDOLE spoke' .at - this -meeting as
a repres'entative''o'f~the' ~NRP~.~ -*i!i's'''sp^cS'was''efttirfeiy''dsvoted

to anti-J.ewlsh'-st'at'emeht's/ Plans'w®^
meeting h.t:"whicli MBOrjE''wouTd” be the principal’ speaker . This-

meeting was to be Jield on November 14," 1958, also" in“St’eihway
Hall .

-

T-l, mentioned above, on October 20, 1958, advised
that JAMES MADOLE, the leader of the NRP, attended a meeting
on October 10, 1958, at Steinway Hall, sponsored by "The
Truth Seeker", an atheistic group headed by CHARLES SMITH,

b6
b7C
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In his speech MADOLE stated that the Jewish people
were behind Communism. At the meeting SMITH announced that
MADOLE would be the principal speaker at the next meeting of
the 'group to be held on November 1953. The informant
advised that MADOLE evidently does not have any plans to hold
public meetings of his own., but'' prefers to speak at meetings
sponsored by "The Truth Seeker"

.

JAMES MADOLE., when interviewed under pretext as
set forth above, stated that he did not plan any public
meetings of the NRP since- he found that people were, afraid
to associate themselves with the NRP after the United States
Government had branded it "as subversive". -He said that he
found that he could go to meetings such as the one held at
Steinway- Hall and receive a better reception through this
type of meeting than through one sponsored solely by tne NRP.

MADOLE also stated that he does not hold any
meetings in New York Cits'- of the NRP, with the exception of
leadership meetings for leaders of the party which he holds
in his apartment.

MISCELLANEOUS

T-*l, mentioned above, on October 20, 1958 , advised
that in a discussion of the recent bombings of Jewish Temples
MADOLE had stated that the persons behind these bombings were
screwballs and were hurting the general nationalist movement.

,

This source added that MADOLE has stated many times in the
past that he does not want to get mixed up with any other
groups. He also stated, according to T-l, that the NRP was
opposed to violence.

MADOLE, when interviewed under pretext, stated
N

"'-

that he was recently
,
becoming involved, in the segregation question

because he felt that the Jews were behind efforts. to have American
schools integrated and that this integration would be harmful

- 7 -•
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to the United States. MADOLE stated that he himself has never
maintained any direct contacts with segregationists or similar
type groups In the South and that he himself has never made a
trip into the South nor does he plan one. He stated* however*
that he would of course circularize his literature any p.laoe .

in the country. He stated that he has corresponded with
leaders of the Nationa.1 States Rights Party in Louisville*
Kentucky and elsewhere

.

T-2 on July 1* 1958* furnished information in-
dicating that on July 1* 1958* that JAMES MADOLE .visited the
United Arab Republic Delegation to the UN* 900 Park Avenue*
and obtained a number of copies of a pamphlet entitled. "Ten be
Years"- from | \ __ United Arab b7c
Republic_ Delegation to the UN.ygJ ^

~ ~~

T-3 on October 24* 1958, advised that neither
JAMES MADOLE nor the NRP maintain any permits for bulk mailings
in the New York City area. This source also advised that
MADOLE does not maintain a post office box In the New York
City area.

The records of the New York ’Times- Morgue* . 42nd
Street and Broadway. New York City* were reviewed, by SA

on October 22* 1958* and no additional
information concerning NRP activities is mentioned in these
files.

be
b7C
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:

INFORMANTS (CONT'D).

.
DATE OF ACTIVITY' r , AGMT. TO 1 FILE NUMBER

IDENTITY ; . OR DESCRIPTION '. ' WHOM WHERE
OF SOURCE ' OF: INFORMATION > . ;

• FURNISHED LOCATED

r
T
t-'3

.

Office of the
Chief Inspector,
General ; Post .

:

Office, 33rd
Street and '

:

Eighth Avenue,

-

NYC (Request)

Information Z.concerning
mailing permits of .

NRP . =i.

SAl instant file
Jo 6

h7C
b7D

Careful consideration has been, given to each source 1

concealed and T symbols were utilized in the report only in
those instances where the identities of the sources must be
concealed .

'

'• '•

:

;

••

'V.7 fV . LEADS
•

•
•

:

;7-~
"/ -7-

• /bbt77b :
f

: LOUISVILLE {INFORMATION

)

,

j. 'V:*.
," :

'7t ; 7

: One’ copy of this report .has been furnished for the
,

information of the Louisville Office inasmuch: as it contains
information that MADOLE has kept in contact with the. National
States Rights Party in Louisville...

'

-

, Z., , /. ,
,

;

7
•' NEW YORK - 7 >

-b-'-' 7-V '•

7: -A -
7’ -

~

’••''.•.•.7 '

'

At. New York, New York
,

'

, .. 1. / Eyseparatecorrimunication will request .that a
mail cover, be placed on the Offices of

,
the .NRP: at 10 West 90th

Street. o.-.. ' J. • / -
; '/ .• .• V

k\
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leads CcoNT'D) :

2. Will attempt to identify the present leadership
and membership, if any, of the NRP .

.

. .

‘

. 3* Will determine whether or not MAD0LE has access
to a telephone in connection with the NRP.

This report is classified since the
data reported from T-2 could reasonably result in the identifi-
cation of a confidential: informant of continuing value and
compromise future effectiveness thereof:.

..
.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF jCSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No. 105-6112
New York, New York

October 30, 19^8

Re: National Renaissance Party
Internal Security - X

T-l, utilized in the report of Special Agent
Maurice P. Leen dated and captioned as above, has furnished
reliable information In the past and obtained his information
from a source whom he termed reliable, but whose identity he
did not wish to disclose ,

.

T-2 has. furnished reliable information in the
past

.

T-3 was In a position to furnish reliable
information.

This is loaned to you by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and neither it nor
its contents are to be distributed outside
the agency to which loaned.

COPIES DESTROYED
bS NOV IS 1S04

2- - $r? a-//, nS

£

ENCLOSURE
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people '.visi'p.hg .him Ij^his .apartment and la apparently holding.'

they&X l / / ladvised that .they had
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,and were
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, that
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He did recall, however, that meetings were usually
held in MADOLE' s apartment on Thursday evenings and- that .

‘

these meetings seemed to have increased for about the last
five weeks. It was

^

did not see the man who made the
told

understanding thatL

closed door.

statements in question, but
(that he had heard them through MADOLE/

s

]

i 10/30/58, [
mbs interviewed. by SAS

1

|
stated that about three weeks ' ago he became

concerned ' over meetings that JAMES. MADQLE was holding in his'
apartment immediately above- that of the I I . He said
he drig-inally thought that, "MADOLE wad connected with some >'

r^tal.^«s.sociat;iqn;^•••btfit then later learned that this
wAs the National Renaissance;*.Party, a'rascist group ^ He noted
that meetings in MADOLE 1 s apartment 'happened with greater
frequency in the last five weeks, arid, that.; MADOLE seemed to •'

be very, busy,, and 'he assumed that -this was in connection with
the NRP. • •

•

'

•
.

J -- -
.

•

About three weeks ago,
|

recalled, there was
a meeting In MADOLE' s apartment and the conversation in
connection with this meeting- became loud and boisterous.

]opened his door and stood in the hallway where he
said. he. could hear the tehor^of conversation In the apartment
above,’which Is .MADOLE ' s apartment , He understood that MADOLE.' s

door was closed and he said, that he did not see' anyone in the
apartment. He heard one voice which Seemed to carry above
all the others and which made statements such as "We did a
good job down there in the; ‘South"' . Rrom the tenant - of the
conversation

|
| concluded that this .One individual was

seeking credit ror some part he played In a bombing down South.
This individual also made the statement that "When they did a
bombing" no persons were hurt Which was unlike the .type of
bombings, the Jews did Wherdiri persons were injured'. •

-
' 2 -

f
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]cannot any greater detail
the. exact wording of this conversation but he deceived the
clear implication that the man,was claiming some sort, of
credit in connection with a bombing. He stated further that
the mansuid that he was arrested but it was alright since his
lawyer would get him out of it I Idid not ^observe this

— individual nor Is he sure that he could identify .the voice
again.

It is to be noted that
the United ’ Nordic Confederation,, was interviewed"

at the NYO on 9/22/58, by S'ASi

I I In. the company
,

of
^

]

f both of
whom appeared at .the NYO at their own request. During, the
above interview, I I referred to his arrestT I

|
the United. .Nordic • Gmf.e&fti&tiion* in' : connections with a bank

robbery allegedly
,
plotted, by the above mentioned, organization

in QUeenSjNYjin January^

stated at ^fchlS' time:, that he had nothing to
do' with that bank ‘ robbery, and . ih. fact thahall Charges in
connection with it: had been "trumped up by the police” and
that hiS lawyer would "get me out ,.pf these charges" . It, is

b6
b7C

•bo

b7C

bo
b7C

further nQted that Interview
| ladvised that

.
he had been: present at several meetingsat the apartment of'

*JAMES MA©0LE. at 10 West;90th .Street., and in fact .intended to
attend a meeting scheduled’ at a. future date in .^DOLE’ S
apartment,

DUring the infervibw of
| |

he described an
'Individual who was going t.o a-meeting at MADOLE 1 s apartment-
and whom he encountered ih the- hallway -,at. 10, West -9Pth Street .

The, general description of this individual Closely: fits that
of I i It is also to be noted that! I

hasBpreviOusly informed. -the/NYO that hls. l I is
mentally* unstable, frequently lies, and tells great' exaggerations

.

The NYO does not contemplate any further Investigation
with regard to the information originally, furnished by

be
b7C

'
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and
information furnished by]

In view of the non-specific nature of the
]and in view of the fact

that : he has .not seen the- ihd|.viq[udi in question It would not
appear that further ..would be fruitful in this
matter:* As Is pointed pUt-'-a^pye there is a strong, possibility
that. • the . individual in; .question is \ I whoffl known
meatal- case- given to exa^&spatiohs;

- 4 -
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Office Memorandum •

TO

7
t

DIRECTOR, FBI

\)
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: H/19/58

: SAC ’ NEW Y0RK ( 105~8h2)

Subject: ‘“'NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
IS-X ,

1958.
of the Bureau.

On 11/12/58,
|

| furnished SA
a copy of the NRP Bulletin for September-October,
Two Photostats are enclosed for the Information

_ Bureau (62=83246-)- (RM) (Ends. 2)
1- New York (105-6112)
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Official organ of the NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY devoted to a restoration of the

American Republic, the preservation of American sovereignty and the establishment of

an American regime based on the principles of racial nationalism and social justice.

Published in New York, N.Y. September-October, 1958

-.1)2,00 per 12 issues Volume 9> Nos, 9 & 10

THE UNTOLD FACTS BEHIND THE SYNAGOGUE BOMBINGS,

James H. Madole.

The dynamiting of a Jewish synagogue in Atlanta, Georgia on October 12, 1958 has

set off a chain reaction extending from President Eisenhower in the -bite House to

five unemployed American nationalists who are being legally crucified by Federal and

state authorities seeking to appease the Jewish vote prior to the forthcoming Nov.

elections. An unprecedented wave of publicity has swept the entire United States

calling for the suppression of all "hate literature" (meaning any publication which .

has the temerity to criticize the un-American policies and activities of the Jew and

his multi-million dollar propaganda agencies). Candidates for political office

throughout the nation have outdone themselves in heaping abuse and vilification on

the heads of Governors Faubus and Almond because of their courageous stand in oppos-

ing enforced racial integration as dictated by the Jewish dominated political

appointees on the Supreme Court. These politicians, in order to gain Jewish gold and

votes for their respective parties, have sought to equate the bombings with the anti-

integration policies of Governors Faubus and Almond.

Lets analyze the facts. Have American nationalists actually resorted to force

and violence in order to further their struggle against rising Jewish power in

America? which group of people has gained the most from the veritable epidemic of

bombings and dynaraitings which culminated in the Atlanta explosion of October 12,

1958? Lets examine all the facts in the case and then seek to reach a sound

conclusion.

At least seven bombings of schools and synagogues, all of which demonstrated

the handiiwobk of an expert dynamiter as well as perfect timing, have taken place

in various parts of the South during the last year. Until the recent Atlanta bomb-

ing not a single clue had been turned up concerning the identity of the mysterious

bombers. These acts ox violence, highly reminiscent of the terrorist activities

of the Irgun Zvai Leumi and the Stern Gang in Palestine during the British Mandate,

were allegedly carried out by a mysterious, secret organization known as the

» CONFEDERATE UNDERGROUND". According to the Jewish Press, the "Confederate Under-

ground" is supposedly composed of fanatical segregationists and violent anti-

Semites. Strangely enough, however, neither the local authorities nor the FBI have

been able to uncover the slightest clue to the identity of this mysterious and

highly elusive group of conspirators. The FBI, the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

D’rith and the local police in Southern communities report that their agents have

infiltrated every segregationist and anti-Semitic organization in the areas where

bombings have taken place BUT THEY ALL ADMIT THAT NO ILLEGAL ACTIVITIES OR "CONFER

ERATE UNDERGROUND" HAVE BEEN DISCOVERED.

Apparently the Jewish press was perfectly content to use the dynamitings- in

Clinton, Nashville, Jacksonville, Miami and other Southern cities as a means of a-

rousing hostility toward those Southern leaders who dared to speak out against the

tyranny of the Supreme Court, In each case there was a brief spurt of publicity

which sought mainly to rally the support of the Catholic and Protestant clergy be-

hind the fundamentally Jewish-sponsored drive for complete racial integration

throughout the American South. Clergymen were told that "racial bigots" who blew

up Jewish synagogues today would certainly bomb Christian Churches tomorrow.
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most critical domestic problem we have", declared that "the rights of every American

hang on the outcome". He said: "The recent incidents of terror, violence and vandal-

ism against Jewish synagogues show the true nature of some of the extremist elements

opposing civil rights, Whoever the immediate culprits are in these bombings, and I

trust they will be brought to justice, the moral responsibility for these acts must

be shared not only by all those who preach racial hate and discrimination, but by all

who advocate overt resistance, massive or otherwise, to the rule of law,"

Mr. Lehman fails to point out that the "LAW OF THE LAND" as dictated by Earl

Warren's Supreme Court is actually the "LAW OF THE JEW". Our great nation was found-

ed in a bloody revolution against unjust laws in whose formulation the American peo-

ple had no say. Mr. Warren is a student of Talmudic Law who graduated with honors

from the Jewish Theological Seminary under the tutelage of Rabbi Louis Finkelstein.

WE STRONGLY SUGGEST THAT EARL NARREN AND HIS EIGHT COMRADES MOVE THEIR SUPREME COURT

TO ISRAEL WHERE THE KOSHER STENCH' EMANATING FROM ITS DECISIONS WILL BE LESS NOTICEABLE

To prove that American Jewry and its organizations are the financial and intel-

lectual backbone of the movement for racial integration we shall point out some of

their recent statements and activities: (Quoted from article captioned, "Leading

NATIONAL JEWISH ORGANIZATION CRITICIZES IKE FOR FAILING TO LEAD ANTI-SEGREGATION

FIGHT", appearing on pg. 2 of "NATIONAL JEWISH POST" of Oct. 10, 1958):

"President Dwight D. Eisenhower was criticized this week by a leading national

Jewish organization for failing to provide leadership and to employ the prestige of

his office to support the Supreme Court's ruling against segregation. The National

Community Relations Advisory Council (NCRAC) in a sixth annual joint program plan for

Jewish Community relations challenged the President for not offering the leadership

that might have encouraged many persons in the South interested in orderly compliance,

to unite effectively to achieve it."

The "AMERICAN EXAMINER" of October 16, 1958, pg. 6, carries further details of

the NCRAC Conference as follows: "Intervention of state authority to prevent local

school districts from desegregating is assailed in the statement. The civil liber-

ties of all Americans are threatened, the statement declares, by the efforts in some

Southern states to outlaw the National Association For The Advancement of Colored

People (NAACP)...The statement stresses the injustices and dangers in housing and

discrimination. "There is a manifestly great and urgent need," the statement says

in this regard, "to bring the attitudes of the Jewish community as a whole more

closely into conformity with the principles of equality to which it is committed

through its agencies and even greater need for voluntary action by religious, civic,

racial, ethnic and other groups to develop effective programs FOR MOVING TOWARD

ACCEPTANCE OF RACIALLY INTEGRATED NEIGHBORHOODS."

Thus speaks the NCRAC which represents six major Jewish organizations and 43

Jewish community councils in 43 different American cities and towns, lie find that

all supposedly Negro organizations agitating for racial integration are dominated by

Jewish interests. Thus the infamous NAACP is controlled by the Jew, Arthur Spingarn,

the NY State Committee Against Discrimination (SCAD) is controlled by the Jew,

Charles Abrams and the National Urban League is controlled by the Jew, Joseph Lewis,

The former president of the Urban League was the Jew, Theodore Kheel.

Let us examine briefly how these Jewish organizations have successfully brain-

washed our American youth by gaining complete control of both the clergy and the

public school system. The following excerpts are taken from the REPORT OF THE 44th

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN JMSH COMMITTEE IN 1951: (From PAGE 61) "Our

primary objective, therefore, must be a definite program of education in human rela-

tions, or what we call "intergroup education", Because we must change human atti-

tudes toward Jews and others, and in order to do so, we must promote a better and
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Datet November 19, 19SQ

To: Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence
Department of the Army
The Pentagon
Washington 85, D. C. ;

J v
’

Attention; Chief, Security Division

Promt John Edgar Hoover, Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Subjects NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PAST

T
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rotter .

'|.C. Sullivan
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iiOUoman

,Gandy

The Nqv) Yofk Office of this Bureau advised 'on-**
t

November IS that a "racist forurn" ms held at SiCeiinway^
Hall, New Tor# 0H?ty,to n November 14, 1958, which was attended^
by approximd$eJy^5!*jDdividuals. The main speaker of the
evening was J.amasjSad%te, leader of the National Renat s,a$noe £
Party (NRP)^vflio spoke fan a general theme of antisemitism. > He
described Pff^$.de^t Eisenhower as a tdo2 for the Jews i'Okthe
United State sf. findVh.i ntO'd that the recent bombing of the Jewish
synagogue in Atlanta, Georgia, was a plot by the Jews to raise
moneys He described the arrest of five individuals in connection
with the above bombing as a sham. literature prepared by Madole
and the NRP was distributed and soldr

at this meeting. A
collection was taken up which amounted to~approximately $85.

The NRP is a one-man organisation headed by
James Madole with headquarters in New York City, and is an
anti-Semitic, anti-Negro, and pro-Arab organisation.

2 * Office, of Special Investigations
Air Force

l - Director of Naval

1
i n z*r\ - s> — J JLi,

AV. "
f

NOTE ON YELLOWi Above
fdafa$§i‘set forth tn New York airtelA L

22-25-58 in captioned matterj vCnf, \ // <£A

JOd
MAIL ROOM

• Director of Naval Intelligencem U t„
- Assistant Attorney Generdifinternal Security cDiftfaionTctT ^

by 0-6D of same dat§Q *
b" *d8

MAIL ROOM L—I TELETYPE! UNIT L_i
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Poblic "racist forun" heipiew York city, H/14/

58, which Has addressed by Janes Madole, leader

of national Renaissance Party (IP) . MP is

one-nan organization, violently anti-Senitic,

anti-Negro and pro-Arab,. Xadole spoke on his

faniliar theme of anti-Semitism, describing

President Eisenhower as a tool for Jews in the

United States; hinted the bombing of the Atlanta,

Georgia, Jewish synagogue was a plot by the

Jews to raise Honey; described the arrest of J

persons in Atlanta re above bombing a sham, .

Above information being disseninated to

llepartnent, and intelligence agencies of

Armed Forces. .

i
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Transmit the following in 1^... v
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f ADate: 11^5/58 Vv;.
• ^
>

•

'PLAIN :;^T - ; '.

/. (Type in plain text or code) V*v '

Via AIRTEL,

TO:'

. 0‘ *

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

Vv. ..

:
-

• V-
v -i/^-S p .<r

. . •.

•

.DIRECTOR,: FBI .•
'

:

W

FROM:..:; .
SAC , NEWv;YORKM

SUBJECT': - NATIONAL . RENAISSANCE PARTY
IS - x; • "••••.

"informants advise Racist Forum- held, at. Steinway .

^Hali'/ NYCy Friday night ' on. •11/1V58, • from' 8.: 15 .-p'.m. to',"’
'

• 10:4^ p.m. : Approximately 15 -people attended, most' of whom
^ we re-' :of -the "Truth,seeker” ' following*, _

Yorkville "hoodlum'''...

following of :JAMES ' MADOLE apparently did not attend; Main -

,

r 'speaker,- wds, JAMES MADOLE,,' leader ' of .. National Renaissance
. PartyV MfiDOEE' spoke- for., ahoiit two.: houis: on his familiar ..

'

'

.

. theme: of ahti-Semitism. ;vMADdLEi. described. President. •

-.EISENHOWER- --.as a . tooi -for. the-" jews:-:±n-;-tHe 'USV Also. hinged >-.

’ that .the bombing -of; the^’Jewish -.Synagogue
!
in; AtlantaV>‘Georgia, ..

was
.

a plot hy the Jews.-to .raise. money.- Called the arredt <-.

of five- 'persons' in connection' with..'this.':. bombing, a^ sham.; •

MADOLE • also claimed thdt a. corporate form, of government
: was inevitable in the US... .Literature' of ..MADOLE and:

; National Renaissance Party, passed '..out and soid..at meeting. . ,

A collection was taken at the meeting' and it is, believed J . y'
about $g5 Was obtained. No .unusual" incidents \ *

The" above is ,foit ''informatiort^.-of
'

the -Bureau.; ^j° ,

--CM '-Bureau
; (,6$r 832.4,6 ) (RM ;)

•• 1
'-^VNe.w York; (10^6112).^

-'MPlTiUn

-11 OThgti

i

Approved:'

pecial Agent In Charge
Sent M .

’ Per
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM ********* UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE: NOV 1 9 J958

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-245)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (62-1673)

SUBJECT: BOMBINGS AND ATTEMPTED BOMBINGS
IN SOUTHERN COMMUNITIES
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to Bureau airtel dated October 16,
1958, requesting a review of office indices and files concern-
ing the following organizations, which data should be furnished
to the Office of Origin as well as the Bureau in the event it .

has not previous^ been done. Reference is also made to Atlanta
letter of November 14, 1958.

Sufficient copies for Bureau files on each organi-
zation are being furnished as well as the Bureau's main file
as captioned above.

AMERICAN COMMITTEE FOR THE ^NATIONAL RENAISSANCE
ADVANCEMENT OF WESTERN CULTURE , PARTY
Bureau File 105-22853 Bureau File 62-83296
NEW YORK: 00 NEW YORK: 00

The Atlanta indices in regard to the American Committee
for the Advancement of Western Culture (ACAWC). reflect that all
pertinent matter regarding this organization is available to the
New York Office; however, it is. noted therein that one CHARLES
WESTBROOK, Box 652, Trion, Georgia, had contacted the ACAWC in
May 1953. During this particular period of time the ACAWC was
in the process of appointing Regional Directors. It is unknown
whether WESTBROOK was a Regional Director of this organization;
however, the following data is being furnished the New York Office
regarding WESTBROOK. This is the only pertinent data available
in the Atlanta files which is not also available to the Office
of Origin and the Bureau.

Files reflect that on July 31, 1956,

[

of the Southern
Regional Office of the Anti-Defamation League furnished SA ALDEN
F. MILLER photostatic copies of four letters from CHARLES

1^-Bureau (RM)

See Page la for additional copies
,Jl

AFM: rib
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AT 62-1673

COPIES:

6-Chicago (l- Bomb Survey File) (l- Nationalist Conservative
Party) (l- WILLIAM B. WERNECKE)
1 -

1->
4-Indianapoiis

4-Los Angeles

American Humane Society)
105-3907)
Christian Patriots Crusade)
'1- Bomb Survey File)
'l- National States Rights Party)
1- Silver Shirt Legion of America)

.

1-1 I

,

1-Bomb Survey File)
'l- Christian Nationalist Crusade)
’ 1- WILLIAMS Intelligence. Summary;
’l-ROBERT H. WILLIAMS)

2-Newark (l- Bomb Survey File)
(l- Christian Educational Association)

6-New York'(l- Bombings and Attempted Bombings)
(2- American Committee for the Advancement

of Western Culture)
(2- National Renaissance Party)
(l- Nationalist Party)

2-

St. Louis (l- Bomb Survey File;
( 1-National Citizens Protective Association)

3-

WFO (1 - Bomb Survey File)
1- White Citizens Council, District of Columbia)
1- FREDERICK JOHN KASPER)

15-Atlanta
(1- 62-1673)
(l- 100-497o, Christian Anti-Jewish Party)
(1- 105-843, Confederate Underground)
(1- 105-195, American Committee for the Advancement,

of Western Culture)

I

I- 105-904, Christian Educational Association)
1- 105-78, Christian Nationalist Crusade)
1- 105-602, Christian Patriots Crusade)
1- 105-197* National Citizens Protective Association)
1- 100-5213* National Renaissance Party)
1- IO5-763 , National States Rights Party)
1- 105-new, Nationalists Party;
1- 105-new, Nationalists Conservative Party
1- 6l-4, Silver Shirt Legion of America)
1- 105-544, White Citizens Council, District of Columbia)
1- 105-new, Williams Intelligence Summary)



AT 62-1673

WESTBROOK to one Mr. MADOLE of the National . Renaissance Party.
These letters are as follows:

1. Undated letter from CHARLES WESTBROOK to Mr. MADOLE,

.

thanking him for LeBlanc pamphlets. Letter indicates WESTBROOK
was National Renaissance Party, Georgia Chairman, and that he
was distributing pamphlets to his mailing list and also to the
local libraries. WESTBROOK further indicated that he was work-
ing on the "STONER" group (apparently referring to J. B. STONER,
leader of the Christian Anti-Jewish Party); however, indicated
unable to make contact with them, nor had he been able. to obtain *

or learn anything about membership of the Christian Anti-Jewish
Party. WESTBROOK indicates that when STONER makes another speech
in Chattanooga, Tennessee, he will photograph members identified
by their arm band, and will attempt to identify those persons
and make contact by that means. WESTBROOK also indicates
that one has assured WESTBROOK of support toward
starting a. party branch in New Orleans and instructed WESTBROOK
to write to one | l WESTBROOK also requests a /

bulletin on racial segregation when it is printed, and indicates
that he forwarded samples of literature distributed by various
Southern groups on segregation.

2. Letter of CHARLES WESTBROOK dated February 13, 1935,
addressed to JAMES H. MADOLE, National Director of the
National Renaissance Party. In this letter WESTBROOK identi-
fies himself as the Georgia Party Chairman of the National
Renaissance Party - Elite Guard. WESTBROOK states that he
has been in contact with however, contem-
plates discontinuing further contact with I [ because

lattempted to win WESTBROOK away from the National Renaissance
Party, so that he might join the Christian Anti-Jewish Party.

|
according to WESTBROOK, indicated that WESTBROOK

oelonged to another political party which has no working
agreement with the Arch Leader of the. Christian Anti-Jewish 1

Party, therefore . . he cannot give him any information. Secondly,
I indicated to WESTBROOK that he has full knowledge of

the National Renaissance Party* s official policy, and that
it is too weak on the Jewish problem. WESTBROOK comments
that if |has full knowledge of the National Renaissance
Party’s basic problem , he must not understand articles in
the basic program,

,

as they are as strong as you can get on
the Jewish problem. WESTBROOK stated that

\
I

2

fcr'

tr

tr

tr



AT 62-1673
^

only wants to send all Jews' to Palestine * WESTBROOK further
advised that he thought the Christian Anti-Jewish Party
organization just talks, and further he had never heard of
this Christian Anti-Jewish Party group except for a small
item in the Chattanooga paper wherein it was reported that,
one J.„ B. STONER made a speech on the Courthouse steps.
WESTBROOK also indicated that he was enclosing with his letter
a drawing of a pistol stock, and stated he would like to know

.

if the elite guard has one, and if so, would it be possible
for WESTBROOK to borrow it. WESTBROOK stated he was continuing
to contact persons whose addresses MADOLE had previously for-
warded to them.

3. Letter dated March 1, 1955, to Mr. MADOLE, which acknowledged
receipt of MADOLE* s letter of February 27. WESTBROOK comments
regarding. the difficulty in winning some of STONER* s followers

.

over to "us", and that he desired instructions on the basic
methods to go about this conversion. WESTBROOK indicated that
MADOLE thought STONER’s followers .could be used for the common
good of the National Renaissance Party, just as well as the
Christian Anti-Jewish Party. WESTBROOK further advised that

I l had indicated they had membership of the Christian Anti-
Jewish Party in Atlanta,. Chattanooga, and Birmingham areas .

WESTBROOK indicates that he has corresponded with a I ~l

I I in Pennsylvania on two occasions, and that she had
informed him she was planning on working with a group in
Philadelphia. I I has contacted WESTBROOK,
and WESTBROOK is attempting to contact I lin New Orleans.

I ~lhas promised WESTBROOK his support, and if he can obtain
the assistance of I I should not find it too difficult
to establish a New. Orleans Branch of the National Renaissance
Party. Further, WESTBROOK requested the Southern Chairman's
name and address, of the National Renaissance Party.

4. Letter dated May 13, 1955, to Mr. MADOLE. WESTBROOK, in
this letter, states that he can .report progress toward organiz-
ing; also indicates that he is in contact with the Southern.
Nationalists whose addresses were previously- furnished to him
by MADOLE. Three of these addresses were located in Atlanta,
Georgia. WESTBROOK indicates that he still has been unable to
contact members of STONER* s Christian Anti-Jewish Party. WESTBROOK
requested from MADOLE books on wire tapping, and a list of the

- 3 -
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AT 62-1673

equipment necessary for tapping phone wires. WESTBROOK inquires
regarding one

| [

The Southern Regional Office of the Anti-Deformation
League also made available the following background regarding
CHARLES DAVID WESTBROOK. He was born March 15, 1934, married,
and lives with his wife in a modest section. In early 1955,
WESTBROOK broke into a local school, tore down pictures, threw
ink and oil over the walls and-desks, tore down the Georgia and
American flags, disfigured and destroyed them, tore various
pages from the Bible in the school, and in general did much
damage to the property. In 1955, his reputation was not'
considered good, nor was his work record satisfactory; however,
he gains his livelihood through the steady employment of his
wife, who works in a textile mill.

CHRISTIAN EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF UNION, NEW JERSEY
Bureau File 105-9621
NEWARK: 00

A review of Atlanta files fails to reflect any
additional pertinent information available in

J this office
which is not already in the possession of the Bureau and the
Office of Origin.

CHRISTIAN NATIONALIST CRUSADE
Bureau File 62-43318
LOS ANGELES: 00

A review of pertinent indices, Atlanta Office, regard-
ing the Christian Nationalist Crusade, reflect that on June 8.

,

1953.1 1

I advised that he had been
contacted bv onel

[

1

l and that she furnished him a leaflet and
requested his presence at an organizational meeting of a
group known as the Christian Nationalist Crusade. I 1

advised that later in June of 1958, he had been contacted again
by 1 at which time she indicated her efforts at
organizing a group in behalf of the Christian Nationalist Crusade
had met with little success.

b6
blC
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_ On August 26, 1958 ,

1

If original source, Atlanta file
advised SA

) , that one
had advised him-

;
that GERALD SMITH, who resides

b6
b7C
b7D

on the, West Coast of the United States, was actively engaged
in raising money. on the West Coast which was to be utilized- for the
defense for i

|
and others who were arrested by the Atlanta,.

Georgia, Police Department, for picketing activities of the-.'
, , .

Atlanta Journal, an Atlanta, .Georgia daily newspaper. The picketing
activities of | 1 referred to occurred on July .27* 1958,:
and involved five .individuals who were carrying signs bearing
Anti-Jewish statements.

The Atlanta Office of the FBI on October 23,..1958 /
received an undressed letter in an envelope which letter was
captioned "Atlanta Scandal" . The contents of this paper
purportedly were written by GERALD L. K. SMITH, and states as
follows:

"A very disturbing report has come to my desk. Five
young patriots in the State of Georgia decided that they had
their stomachs full of Jew-created, Jew-slanted news stories
concerning what is going on in the world. Two of the worst
newspapers in the. United States are in the City of Atlanta.
They do not reflect the Southern tradition.- It is believed
by many keen observers that both

,
of these journals are manipulated

by people who do not have the best interests of the South at
heart. '

'

•

/
’

'

.

"These five young men, representing a body of.
patriots, decided to picket these newspapers with signs pro-
testing Jewish influence. They were picked up, railroaded,
and sentenced to 30 days in jail. I have the names, and
addresses of the young men, but I am not going to give them
to the public because I do not want them to. be the victims of
increased persecution. It is my understanding that they were
released under bond and are appealing their cases. We propose
to go into the matter thoroughly and if the situation is what
it seems to.be, we shall advise our friends to come to their
aid, comfort and encouragement of these young men who have only
been denied their civil liberties, but have become the victims
of Jew-controlled tyranny.

V- 5 _
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!

"Atlanta. is a bad city. It has many bad people in
it. The politicians in that city are inclined to be the pupets
of the- secret Jewish machine. Do not judge the State of Georgia
by what goes on in the City of Atlanta. The politicians of
Atlanta have always fought the Talmadges and the people who
have come to the defense of Southern tradition. Very frequently
the Negro politicians of Atlanta are under the direct manipula-
tion of New York Jews as well as Atlanta Jews.

There are no other pertinent references to this
organization. in the Atlanta indices of which the Bureau and
Office of Origin have not been previously advised.

CHRISTIAN PATRIOTS CRUSADE, Aka
American Christian Patriots Party
Bureau Pile 105-53447
CHICAGO: 00

A review of Atlanta indices fails to reflect any
pertinent information regarding this organization which has
not been previously furnished to the Bureau and Chicago, Office
of Origin in this investigation.

NATIONAL CITIZENS PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
Bureau File 105-16510
ST. LOUIS: 00

A review of Atlanta files fails to reflect any addi
tional information regarding the above captioned organization
not previously furnished to the Bureau and Office of Origin,
St/. Louis.

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
Bureau Pile 105-66233
INDIANAPOLIS: 00

A check of the Atlanta indices reflects that there
are numerous references regarding the National States Rights



AT 62-1673

Party as well as its preceding organization* The United White
Party. The Bureau and the Office of Origin were furnished
copies of Atlanta report dated November 6* 1958* of SAC N. R.
JOHNSON* captioned "WALLACE HUGH ALLEN* ETAL* Bombing of The
Temple* 1589 Peachtree Road* N. W.* Atlanta* Georgia* 10/12/58*
INFORMATION CONCERNING*" Atlanta file 62-1672.

For the information of the Bureau and Indianapolis
Office* all pertinent data in Atlanta files was summarized in
above report and is located on pages 222 to 277. Office of

'

frigin was furnished copies of this report for their file 105-975 .

The information in this report I

This informant* si

|
the Atlanta Temple

bombing which is on the court calendar for the first week in
December 1958. Above referenced pages in Atlanta, report
specify the location of the original source of information.

\

b7D

Due to the voluminous nature of information fur-
nished regarding this organization by the informant* no
attempt is being made to restate this information as it
involves some fifty pages of typing* and is available to
both the Bureau and Office of Origin, Indianapolis.

The Atlanta Office will duplicate the original
informant's reports relating to. this organization, and upon
completion of the duplication /fthese informant reports* they
will be furnished to the Office of Origin as these reports
may contain sidelight issues which in their fragmentary
nature may be of value to Indianapolis in conducting its
intensified investigation of the National States Rights
Party. Upon completion of the duplication of informant
reports, they will be furnished to Indianapolis. For further
assistance to the Bureau and Indianapolis in locating speci-
fic information contained in referenced Atlanta report* on
11/14/58* a detailed index was submitted to the Bureau as
well as the Indianapolis Office, assisting in the location of
pertinent information in regard to individuals mentioned as
well as organizations.

- 7 -
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\

NATIONALIST PARTY
Bureau Pile 105-33261
NEW. YORK: 00

A. check of Atlanta indices reflects, that all
pertinent data .regarding this organization has" previously
been furnished to' the Office of Origin as well as to the
Bureau

.

NATIONALIST CONSERVATIVE PARTY
Bureau Pile 105-39509
CHICAGO: 00

A check of the Atlanta indices fails to reflect
any pertinent information relating to the Nationalist
Conservative Party which is not already in possession of the
Bureau and Office of Origin. In regard to WILLIAM B. WERNECKE,
who ..reportedly is the founder of the : Nationalist Conservative
Party, the Bureau's and Chicago's attention is directed to
Chicago's letter of March 29* 1957* captioned "The American
Humane Society, IS-X" , Chicago file IO5-3907. Enclosed with .

Chicago s -letter, was a blank memorandum regarding the American
Humane Society, and contents of the -memorandum indicate the
organization obstensibly had as its purpose a Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals. Inquiry in .1956 failed to reflect little,
if any, activity toward this organization's stated goal;
however, it was noted that of a group of individuals carried
on the letterhead stationery of this organization identified
as Advisory Board Directors, a number had "previous fascist
:group -activities or hate type organization activities.
Included in this group of Advisory Board Directors was one

,

J. B. STONER, the founder and Arch Leader of the Christian
Anti-Jewish Party in Atlanta, Georgia.

On October 23* 1958 *[ Southern Regional'
Office of the Anti-Deformation League. Atlanta. Georgia. advised SA
ALDEN P. MILLER that one
visited the farm of WILLlAw h. wahim

Illinois, during 1957* at which time
jaear Chicago,
mad received

had

instructions in the use and handling of dynamite on WERNECKE's
farm.

- 8 -.
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The reliability of the above information is unknown
as the informant who furnished this information to the Anti-
Deformation League, is unknown tc

| |

It should be noted that I I

\ received consideration as a possible suspect in the
bombing of the Clinton, Tennessee, School during October 1958.

SILVER SHIRT LEGION OP AMERICA
Bureau File 61-758
INDIANAPOLIS: 00

A review of the Atlanta indices regarding this
organization and WILLIAM DUDLEY PELLEY, reflects that all
pertinent information in Atlanta files has previously been
furnished to the Bureau and Office of Origin.

WHITE CITIZENS COUNCIL OP THE
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, Aka
Washington White Citizens Council.
Bureau Pile 100-423395
WPO : 00

A review of Atlanta indices reflects that all
pertinent data concerning above, captioned matter has prev-
iously been furnished to the Bureau and WPO. The Atlanta
Office has also furnished all pertinent data to the Bureau
and Office of Origin as it related to JOHN KASPER, except
that on August 1 . 1QS6.I | reported that l I

ITmet JOHN KASPER upon his
release from the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary, and that

I
had accompanied KASPER that date to

Tallahassee, Florida ...

For WPP's information, it is to be noted that

|
the bombing of the Atlanta Temple on

October 12, 1953.

bo
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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\

WILLIAMS INTELLIGENCE SUMMARY
Bureau File 105-10091
LOS ANGELES: 00

A review of the, Atlanta indices reflects that
all pertinent information regarding the Williams Intelligence'
Summary as well as ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, has been previously-
furnished to the Bureau and Office of Origin.

The above is the results of Atlanta indices searches
conducted prior to November 'o, 1958, on the indicated organi-
zations. Results of Atlanta indices search as' it related to
the Christian Anti-Jewish Party, and the Confederate Underground'
will be reported by the Atlanta Office in its periodic reports
submitted under those captions.

I

J

1
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ce MemorMdum united stat® government

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (REG)
v-

: DATE: 12/2/58..
X
\

SAC, SEATTLE'- (I00r-22860)
v

V Y.
;

SUBJECT: ATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
RACIAL. MATTERS Y

Referral/ Consult

L advised on 10/22/58

,

that she was not aware of the captioned organization being
active in the Seattle area. I ]

maintains, privately,
a large volume pf. indexed records/ of- organizations and
individuals active in un-American, activities , in. the past, both,
fascist and communist. / V, •_

Bureau (REGISTERED/)
2 - NPw York (REGISTEREFf^
1 - Seattle
JFSrhab . : -

(5)
: r
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j

FD-263 (Rev. 5-19-55)

0 N P I D E.N T\1 A L

FEDERAL BUREAU OFVINVESTIGATION

OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE

NEW YORK 12/4-/98

INVESTIGATIVE PER1^10/29, 30 j

11/12,15,20,23/58
fREPORTING OFFICE

NEW YORK
TITLE OF CASE

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

REPORT MAng by ITTbo *
mb.b7C

CHARACTER OF CASE

BACIAL'.mTTEBS

SYNOPSIS:

National Renaissance
September - October,
Untold. Facts Behind • T1

In the Balletin, JAME

Parts

AGEPv'

r.:a.

D.VE

coy-.'

SY _

(HRP) distributed
Bulletin entitled "The

Synagogue Bombings".
MADOLE, - leader of NRP,

charges that the Jews 5n thelu.S. profited financially
from the bombing in Atlanta, XGeorgia, on 10/12/58.
MADOLE was main speaker at a^"Racist Forum" held in

j££C, 11/14/58. He insinuated'' in his speech that the
Jews in"Tfie*tl.S. engineered bombings of their
synagogues for financial gain. "Racist Forum", co-
sponsored by Atheistic publication "Truth Seeker"
and is planned to be held on a monthly basis. NRP
headquarters remain in the apartment of.- JAMES MADOLE
at 10 W. 90th St., NYC.

Cif)
R-'CD

~

i-yyy. — j~3>

V. .

- p _ ih)
DECIjAS

'zme.

'}; 'i

"VAPPROVED SPECIAL AGENT
IN CHARGE DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

1
1
1
1
1
2

Bureau (62-83296) (RM)

INS, NYC (RM)
Secret Service, NYC (RM)

0-2 vi First Army, NYC (RM)
ONI, 3rd Naval District, NYC
OSI, USAF, NYC (RM)

Louisville (INFO) (RM)

New York (105-6112)

LZ-yitfi-Wm
dRM)

C 0 N F I D N'T I A L

PROPERTY OF FBI.—Tfws report is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loane^
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DETAILS

:

The National Renal ssan|'e' Party will be referred
to in this report by. the. initials NRP.

LOCATION OP HEADQUARTERS

advised SA on
Octo ber-. hO . . thac JAKI3 MADOLE resided in' .the apartment

I I that Is. apartment 8, 10 West 90th
that MADOLE- residedIbreet,' New York City.

in this apartment with his motherland that he appeared to
have no. regular- employment but spent, all of his time with
the activities of the NRF .which.Jiel handled out of his
apartment, -

b6
b7C

T-l, on October 29* 1958, advised that

b7D

The information obtained from T-l, above, is
not to be made public except upon the issuance of* a subpoena
duces tecum.

PUBLICATIONS

T»*2, on November 20, 1958, made available the
September October, 1958 issue of the NRP Bulletin entitled

- 2 - -



NY 105-61-12 .

•
• .

r"
’

'
•

"The Untold Facts, Behind The Synagogue Bombings" by
JAMES MADOLE. The masthead of this Bulletin states
that it is the. "Official organ of the NATIONAL RENAISSANCE
PARTY devoted to a restoration of the American Republic,
the preservation of American sovereignty and the
extablishment .of an American regime based on the principles
of racial nationalism and social justice". . in this issue
of the Bulletin, MADOLE states that the dynamiting of a'

•

Jewish synagogue in Atlanta, 'Georgia,' on October 12. 1956,
prompted American politicians to step into this racial
picture and to suppress what has been called "hate :

litera,ture", INDOLE states that these politician^ .
"in

order to gain Jewish gold and votes" have sought -to

"equate the- bombings with the anti-integration policies
of Governors Faubus and Almond ”...

, MALOLE charge's that the .

"Jewish press" used the .dynami tings' in" the South' as. a
means of arousing' hostility , towards .southern leaders who
threatened to speak out against .integration®. As', a ...

result of these bombings., MADOLE charges the Jews- -were
able to institute a campaign to. raise some $750,000.00 to
restore the temple' in Atlanta.

GENERAL ACTIVITIES
'

’.Racist Forum"

’ T-3, on November 15 195§i furnished information
concerning a. "Racist Fqrimi." which-, was held at .St’einway
Hall," 113. He's t 57th Street,' New York City, ‘.or. Friday
.evening^ November 14, 1958.'; Thiajrneetirig was sponsored by
ari^Atheistic publication callpd e Truth Seeker "

., arid"' was
of the NRE, as. the mamtp, •feature JAMES .MADOLE, leade:

speaher. About seventh-five people attended the meeting,
most. of. .whom appeared

,
to be of the "Truth Seeker, followers."

•MADOLE spoke for about two hours on the general topic of
anti-Semitism. He, described President EISENHOWER as a tool
of the Jews in the

.
United Spates* He insinuated, that the



NY 3.05-6112'
.

'

"

bombing. of the Jewish synagogues in Atlanta, Georgia,
was a plot by the Jews to raise money and to curry
political support* He cs lied- the arresn of five people
in connection with these bombings "a sham” •, MADOIB..
else claimed that the present term of. government- in the
United States should be replaced- by a ''corporate form
of government” and that jfpl& step was really inevitable..
At this meeting, JOSltSPHJRiTPDEN, a follower and close A/'Y
associate .of MkDOLE, wagr passing out literature which •!.

bore the stamp of the NRP and was selling copies" of the •

NRp Bolletin. According to information furnished by this
informant,' these "Racist .Forums 11 were to be held in the
future or?, a monthly basis , It is informants opinion
that MAJ3QLE prefers to have the "Truth Seeker" arrange
the meetings since in that way he can save some of his
NRP money, for other . things and still have a public meeting
place. •

Be. Miscellaneous

1 was interviewed by SAS
Ion October RQ. 1958.

JAMESadvised that he is
MApOLfh He stated that meetings were usually held in MAJlGLE's
apartment on Thursday evenings and these meetings seemed
to have been enlarged for about the last five or six
weeks prior to the date of this interview, .[

could furnish no further details concerning . the character
of theses, meetings, but he said it was well-known ih the'
building that MlPOLE was violently ant.i-Semetic: and. some- .

what of'pv Nazi-type character, -

was interviewed bv SAS
[

3on October 30.J 195b,
|_

and •

]

Jstated that
MADOLE held weekly meetings In hi 3 apartment at 10 West
'90th Street, v/hich was the apartment

Jo 6

b7C

b6
b7C
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l He said these meetings
seamed to -increase in. frequency during the last five :

or six weeks prior to tie" date of this interview. These
meetings were- usually held on Thursday nights,. About 1

-

two- -weeks prior to the date of this interview J

recalled there, was a meeting in MADOLE 1 s apartment } and
in loud voices,, -those. present x?ere talking about the
bombings down £?outh' a The general tenor- of the
conversation- was that of pleasure with the troubles the
bombings had caused and the general pleasure 'of MADOLE
and -his followers with- the increased activity of the
racist movement

«

| .could .ftirnlsh no further
information concerning MADOLE -or these' meetings ,-

I ;N0w 'York Telephone'
Company,- 140 West Street, .Kiev/ York 7-, New York/ advised
HA I I on'November' 12. 1958., . that there were
no phones installed at the' apartment lof JAMES MADOLE at
10 West 90th Street., ."either under the name of the NRP.,

JAJES MADOLE or GRACE MAD0LE. •

'

I advised SAI Ion October 28., 3.958,
that I Ibuilding located. at 10 West

.
9Cfch Street and was V7e.il-acquainted with -.TAMES MADOLE
as a tenant. He stated that MADOLE was a very undesirable
renaht- and disliked by everyone in -the building for his
anti-Jewi'sh activity

,

| |
stated that to his knowledge,

MADOLE has -never had a phone in this -apartment., . MADOLE |'s

rent is paid 'by postal money' order by his mother-, --GRACE

'

MADOLE.

T~3* mentioned., above j on October- .27, 195&j advised
that MADOLE still .operated the NRP largely as a one-man

'

venture and maintained no formal .leadership-organization,-.
T~8 further advised that MADOTE had been recently in
communication with I of the ''National

5
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^hlkTVML. States, Rights Party In Louisville, Kentucky. According
rca fc1orTJ ltoid • MDOSE tliat he- would

-send’ him the names of -all the ,iAriti~T:efamation- League .

spies in the' South, '

- -

'
-
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

ce Ts/iemomndum' • u:UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

IX/FROM
.

:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, . FBI (62-83296

)

SAC, NEW YORK (105-6112)

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
S^IAfTliCTSRS

N

DATE: 12/4/58

Rnaiftfted herewith are eight copies of the report of
SA I j dated and captioned as above, at NY* Also
enclosed are eight copies of a letterhead memorandum concerning
the reliability of informants mentioned in this report* Copies
of this memorandum are being furnished to INS, Secret Service,
G-2, ONI, and OSI, NYC.

REFERENCES

Report of SA dated 10/30/58;
Bureau airtel to Albany, dated IO/L6/58 , captioned

"BOMBINGS AND ATTEMPTED BOMBINGS IN SOUTHERN COMMUNITIES -

RACIAL MATTERS".

.

b6
blC

b6
blC

ADMINISTRATIVE

A mail cover has been placed on the residence of
JAMES MADOLE and significant information obtained by this will
be reported in the future

.

INFORMANTS

Date of Activity Agent to
Identity of or Description Date whom
Source -of Information Received Furnished

HWl Is Mr.

I
information
oncemingT

10/29/58 SA f

>/

Ur* :

(Requested)

.

'

Bureau (62-83296) (Enel. 16) (RM)
t - Louisville (INFO ) TEnel. 2).(RM),V

2 New York (105-6112
^

LZS3Z'

MPL:rabg
.

(5 )

6 7DEC 22

* 7
1

File Number
where
Located - v,

-

In'stant •‘file

•V/ b6
b7
b7 o

o



NY 105-6112

Date of Activity
.
Agent to File Number .

Identity of or Description Date whom . where
Source of Information Received • Furnished Located - -

11/20/58 SAf Instant report
.

-

. b6
"

•“*. ,b7C
’

' ‘ "
-b7E *

II/I5/58 y_SA Instant repbe
-b7C

b7D

Information
. 10/27/58 saI

concerning I

leadership of
NRP and contact ~

with NSRP
.

Instant report

Careful consideration has been given to each source
concealed, and T symbols were, utilized in the report only in
those instances where the identities of the sources must: be
concealed.

LEADS
.

LOUISVILLE (INFORMATION)

Oneecopy of this report is been furnished for the
information of the Louisville Office as it contains information:
MADOLE is in contact with the NSRP in Louisville.

NEWiYORK

At New York, New York

Will report on further activities of. JAMESMVDOLE and
his participation in the next "Racist Forum".

This report is: classified since the
data reported from T-$- could reasonably resultiri the
identification of a confidential informant of continuing
value and compromise future effectiveness thereof.:



. * -

In Reply* Please Refer to

File No.

/ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York,/ New York
December 4., 1953

Re : NATIONAL RENAISSANCE . PARTY"
INTERNAL SECURITY - X

T*l. utilized in the report of Special Agent
'dated and captioned as’ above, was in

a position to furnish reliable information.

T-2 has furnished reliable information in the
past.

'

b6
blC

T-3 has furnished reliable Information in the
past and has. obtained his information from a source that
he considers reliable, but whose identity he does not
wish to disclose. f

This is. loaned to you by the
. Federal Bureau of Investigation and
neither it nor Its contents are to

• be distributed outside the agency to
which loaned. .

date forvv.
.

.HOW FOR 1
/*'.

BY.
— ^

ENCLOSURE '
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J

o- 12-55) "
;

'"W
' QO «r
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE

NEW. YORK
OFFICE OF ORIGIN

NEW YORK

TITLE OF CASE

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

1/5/59

REPORT MADE BY

CHARACTER OF CASE

INVEST IGAT IVESPERIOD

11/3 - 13/19/58

RACIAL MATTERS

SYNOPSIS':

REFERENCE

:

NY report 12/4/58 j by SA

- p -

ADMINISTRATIVE:

This report has been classified "Confinitial’’
since data reported from. NY

1

- T-l could reasonably
result, in the identification of. a confidential '.

informant of continuing value and compromise
.

future effectiveness thereof*

:r\ i
;

......

Bureau (62-8-3296) (RM)-
* 1 - INS j NYC ,(RM) .

4^ 1 - Secret. Service, NYC (RM)
I fV l - G-2, NYC (RM). '

•

y $ 1 - ONI, NYC (RM) ALL
Ls V.£ 1 - OSI, .NYC (RM)- FKR2
\ pc. \ P .2 -- Dallas (RM)

. DATJ
Va *5^ * . 2 - Cleveland (RM). •

all iNFbmfmc's
H2KED3 IS.LZCLASSIFmD
DATE.' by

I '.2 - Louisville '(RM)-
A 31 r A -r~Ca-i a OTV

vptT^> g’:- New Orleans (RM)
"

- Newark (RM) '
'

J : 2 - St. Louis (RM)
}Y\'i 2 - San Erancisco (RM)

i-}
: |4' -2. - Albany (RM)

* i4<{..2. - Little Rock (RM) -•

\ J |J H .. 2, - Miami (RM).*
'

$ '
3 Ts 2,..- Phoenix (RM)

l *{$..{ 2 - Seattle (RM)
ys \ 2 - New York (105.-6112)

fiPi Id

SPECIAL AGENT
IN CHARflE DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

$ JAN 6 1959

'ft# ' \

<r7
. ; fM. /

i

x<&'

REC- 12

wif reoort is loaned to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.
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Careful consideration has been given to each
source concealed and T symbols were utilized in the report
only in those instances where the identities of the sources
must, be concealed.

Copies of this report are furnished to Secret
Servioe, NYC, and INS, NYC, which organizations have
an interest in National Renaissance Party (NRP) members
mentioned herein and copies are furnished to ONI, OSI,
and G-2, NYC, for intelligence purposes.

INFORMANTS

:

Identity
of Source

Agent to
Whom Furnished

NY T-l

Location
1 -i -1

1
. . h 6

b7C
Instant report ib 7 d

.<
. n

(per request)

Instant report b6
b7C
b7E

b6
b7C
b7D

The confidential source used to document the
•National States Rights Party is | j

b7D

- A -
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LEADS:

NEW YORK:

At New York, New York

1. Will check Indices on names received from
mail cover checks of MADOLE for those who have NY addresses.

2. Will check BSS, NYCPD to obtain any additional
pertinent information they may have concerning the NRP.

3.

Will maintain contact with

OTHER OFFICES:

Other offices receiving copies of this report
are requested to check their indices on the names of the
individuals or organizations who sent communications to
MADOLE and if In" possession of pertinent information submit
same to NYO.

i

©'

,y

v
y

j»
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COVER PAGE
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of:

Date : 1/5/59

File Number:

Title:

Character:

Synopsis

:

1 - INS, NYC
1 - Secret Service
1 - OSI, NYC

1 - G-2, NYC
1 - ONI,' NYC

SA Office: NEW YORK
be
b7C

New York 105-6112
Bureau 62-83296

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

RACIAL MATTERS

declas^J^ ...ItH

3b it

NY T-l has advised that the National
Renaissance Party (NRP) Headquarters
continues to' be located at 10 West 90th .

Street, NYC, the residence of JAMES MADOLE,
who is still the leader of the NRP. In
1955, CHARLES WESTBROOK-y Trion, Georgia, :

communicated with JAMES MADOLE in NYC and
referred to himself as the Georgia Party.
Chairman' of the NRP. NY T-2 observed
various pieces of communication to MADOLE
from individuals and organizations from
various parts of the country. MADOLE attended
a meeting of the Truth Seeker group at
Steinway Hall, NYC, on 12/12/58. MADOLE
held NRP meetings at his apartment, 10 West
90th Street, NYC, on 10/23 and 30/58. An
Iraqi official reportedly received August,
1958 NRP bulletin from MADOLE. Various
°^er pieces of literature have been

date torv/ 1
-distributed with NRP name ystamped on them.
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions
of any kind. It is the property of the FBI, and is a loan
to your agency 1 it and/or its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.
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«

DETAILS:

/'
. I. . GENERAL ACTIVITIES OP THE

/ .NETIONAL-RENAIS.SANOE^E,ARTY ( NRP

)

NY T-l advised on. December 19, 1958, that JAMES
^ffiDOLE continues to reside ac 10 West QO.th_S-tiie.et, New
Yorl^C.fb^^whe re he maintahns headauart.ers of the NRP.
He advised'' that MADOLE Is still - the leader of this
organization and^’is otherwise unemployed.

This- informant added that there is no indication
that anyone connected with the NRP had any knowledge of
or any connection with any bombings in the south. He
added that there is no indication that the NRP has any
organization outside of New York City or any association
with other nationalist groups.

II . INDIVIDUALS CONNECTED
WITH THE NRP

On, July '31., 1956 £ of the Southern
Regional Office of the Anti -Defamation League furnished
SA ALDEN .P.yjSLLER with information which reflected that
one CHARLSgnWES'TBROOK, Trion , Georgia . in 1955, communicated
with JAMES /H. MADOXS, National Director of the NRP,

% i(

.

:

and in these communications he referred to himself as
the Georgia Party Chairman of the .NRP . US’- i \
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roished to SA MILLER the
S'TBROOK Was born March—15

,

y 1955, WESTBROOK broke into

also fj

information that CHARLES DA
192.4, and was married. In
“a "local school, tore down pictures, threw ink and oil over
the walls and desks, tore down the Georgia and American
flags, disfigured and destrpyed them, tore various pages
from the Bible in the school, and in general did much damage
to the property. In 1955., his reputation was not considered
good, nor was his work record satisfactory \ however, he .gains
his livelihood [through the steady employment of his wife,
who works in a textile mill

.

NY T-l advised on November 3 , 1958* that JAMES
MADOLE heidan JEE. meeting at his apartment on October 23

1958,
LETTL

and
and
On Ooit/taer 30
GRACETODOLE,

w* ^"h
|

being present
J0£

jn-.-ucto.6ef]

* 1-95
mother

only JOE rIuDDIN£
of JAMES MADOLE,

iJDDIN
hmj. 10£7
were present,

Jand

v NY T-lxOjS^December 17 , 1958, advised that at,
a meeting of tha>Wruth Seeker group, an _a±he.iSt .0rgani zat ion
nun by CHARLES)^,MITH, : waSi held at“'Bteinw'ay-Ha-ll i

''
- ,

Nejau^ork CityyVon December 12, 1958..,. with about thirty-two
people oresent ; wh-1ch Include d-'-JAMES • MM)OT ,E

rr GRACE J'MADOT ,F.

JOE RUDDIN,

On November/4, . 1958, SA[

~7*n7^

0
1 in whi ch [
Itical and

1 received
a communication from

f

stated that he had given up ail pol
activities; and organizations and he
JAMES MADOLE' that he is out ..of his organization completely,

and racial
stated that he- informed

b6
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Wrglary « and assault charges in Queens County Court, New York

NY
;
Tr2' advised that, he, observed that MADOLE

had. received. communications from the following organizations
and -individuals as* set out below: •

' ^

•

- On 'November 18;'1958^' NY: T-2
furnished

;
the following •

Public Action Incorporated
'Q-f

.
New. -York 21 » _Ne.W-Y.or.k-.

;V>

On ".N§vember' 20.^ 1953/ NY T-2
furnishe d the following :

.b6

b7C

b6
b7C

Citiz.ens National Law Enforcement Commission
142? South 6th Street •

.

Louisville • Kentucky ...

- On November 26 2 1958* NY T-2-
- furnished the following:, .

, : , -
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On December 4* 12]??* NY T-2
furnished the following:

On December 5* 1-958, NY T-2
furnished the following:

On December 8, 1958, NY S-2
furnished the following:

X
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III. STATED AIMS AND
PURPOSES OF THE NRP

The September - October , 1358 issue of the
"National Renaissance Bulletin". contains the following
in its masthead:" —

b

J -

,

' -
'

"Official organ of the NRP devoted to the
restoration .of the' American" Republic, the preservation of
American sovereignity and the establishment of -an American
regime based on the

,
principles of -.racial rationalism and

social justice" ."
...

• •

IV. ACTION TAKEN TO IMPLEMENT
THE PROGRAM OF THE NRP

A. Meetings

As previously . set out In another section of this
report NY T-l had advised on December 17, 1958, that a
meeting of the Truth Seeker group was held at Steinway
Hall, New York pitv. on December 12, 1953. The principal

"

apcel

one I

and! Ipounds

.

whose real name is [ ]
This source also stated that

|also spoke briefly. Also MADOLE had stated
that he?. was having difficulties with CHARLES SMITH, who runs
the Truth Seeker group and that he might not continue to
attend SMITH’S meetings but might hold his own meetings
of the NRP. i
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..NY T-l, as set out previously in this report,
advised on November. 3, 1958* that. JAMES MADOLE held
meetings of the NRP at his apartment, 10 West 90th Street,
•New York City, on October 23 and 30, 1958*

On November 20, 1958, NY T-3 advised that a
meeting of the Racist Forum was held on November 14, 1958,
at Steinway Hall, New York- City, at which JAMES MADOLE
of the NRP was the principal speaker. He spoke as
scheduled about the Jews. He mentioned being, at a meeting
which. was attended by three Arabs and he held conversation
.-.with the Arabs concerning the Jewish question. During
.the course of the speech, MADOLE spoke of the recent
bombings of Jewish temples in Atlanta vjhich he attributed
to the Jews themselves for political and financial gain.
He also touched briefly on the bombing in Peoria, and
laughed .at the crudeness . 6f the stovepipe bomb used in
that instance. . Toxvard the end .of his talk MADOLE became
quite- emotional when he began talking about democracy and
totalitarianism. This source stated that it seems that
MADOLE did not think very much of our democratic way of

• life.-

B. Literature

NY T-l on December 17, 1958, advised that JAMES
MADOLE had no new Arab literature at present but expects
to get some in a few days. He stated that MADOLE- ineicated
that an Iraqi official had received the August, 1958
"National Renaissance Bulletin" from MADOLE ,which pertained
to Zionist imperialism in Western Germany, which the Iraqi
wished to reprint, and send to Iraq for distribution.

- 8 -
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ndlcated that he had ordered 500
Is current bulletin * dealing With
inted at the offices of "Common
,ar indicated that he had received

[ who is an officer in the
Rights Party (NSRP) , and who publishes

‘the"11 Thunderbolt" . NSKF”paper . He stated that I I

had requested MADOLE to carry "Thunderbolt" material

MADOLE also
additional copies of
the Atlanta bombing ,p
Sense"'. MADOLE funl
a letter from _
National_.States

itinl T1

'I l
;

in the "National Renaissance Bulle
that MADOLE further indicated that
letter to MADOLE indicated that he was
connections with the NSRP, and planned
City and wanted to talk with MADOLE
affiliating with MADOLE and MADOLE 's bulletin

This source added
in a . subsequent

discontinuing his
to visit New York-

about his actively
work. MADOLE

so indicated that he had received a letter from LINCOLN.
ROCKWELL of the. NSRP

.

who stated he had sent a box .of

literature to* MADOLE". to distribute.
.
One of 'these leaflets •

from ROCKWELL was entitled, "Program of the World Union
of Free Enterprise of National Socialists" and had swastikas
in the upper corners.

NY f-1 advised on November 25 , 195^, that MADOLE
had ordered 1,000 copies of a cartoon concerning Negroes
and whites which he has received orders for from the south.
NY T-2 stated that none of these . cartoons would be n ,vl

distributed locally and this j\tep?f was used several times fLJbyf
previously by MADOLE and CONDeMc GINLEY, .Editor of U,<J'
" Common Sense" . This, informant stated that MC GINLEY would 5/^
print these "leaflets for $10.00 or $12.00 and MADOLE would ^
sell .them twenty for $1.00. MADOLE had also' received
5,000 copies of a leaflet entitled,
and, had placed the stamp of the NRP

'Who Is The Enemy"
on it.

b 6
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NY- T-l advised on November 14, ,1958, that JAMES
.

. PADOLE„ had recently received a large box of literature
containing several thousand copies of pamphlets from

i I

NY. T-l advised on December 19, 1958, that JAMES
MADOLE was currently distributing, through’ NRP channels,
a leaflet entitled, "Will the Racial Integration Destroy
North American Civilization" . This leaflet bore the name
National Renaissance Party, 10 West 90th Street, New York
24, New York, and contained anti-Negro information.

. :
• /

On November 17 , 1958, a

| L by letter,
furnished pieces of literature which bore the stamp of the
NRP . 10 West 90th' Street, New York 24, New York.

stated that she had recently received the literature

.

One leaflet was entitled, "-Who Is The Real Enemy" which
deals with anti -Jewish information. Another' leaflet is
entitled, "Is Anti -Jewish Feeling Justified Ey World
History", which purports to set out information proving
"conclusively that the Jews more than any other 'racial'
or. religious

.

group have been reviled,' hated and driven
Quit of nearly every gentile nation, both civilized and
uncivilized, both Christian and Moslem, during the
period of recorded history". Another leaflet, entitled,
"Christian Rase Relation?. Must Be Natural Not Forced" . ?

by Doctor L. NELSOWBELL, M.D. , As sociate Editor. .Southern
Pre sbyterian Journaft , Asheville Nbrth_C.aro.llna . This

‘

also, contains' the stamp of the NRP vand contains •'information
written by Doctor BELL in which he takes a stand which
"will not please extremists on either side of this
controversial matter" . He states in this article that
"within the scope of these rights prescribed by law every
American citizen is. equal. For that reason it is futile to
defend any law which restricts the legal rights of any
individual or group of individuals."

bo
b7C
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"COMMON SENSE"

APPENDIX

It is noted that "Common Sense" published by
the . Educational Association of Union, New Jersey, was
characterized In a report issued on December 17, 195^,
by the Committee on Un-American Activities of the United
States House of Representatives as a "hate group" vehicle
publishing "some of the most vitriolic hate propaganda
ever to come to the attention of the .Committee". According
to the report, "Common Sense" depicts Communism as "Judaism"
and devotes its pages almost exclusively to. attacks on -the
Jewish and to a lesser extent, the Negro minorities in our
nation. Sympathy for the former Nazi' regime in Germany is
also injected into this propaganda.
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.

' V '• APPENDIX
.

THE NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)

On November 3 * 1958y a. confideirtial source, advised that
.the NOT wab formedin 1958 and it is composed of past members
of the Ku Klux’KTan and notorious anti-Semites. At ‘its
convention at Louisville , Kentucky on August 30 j 195

'

'

.this party indicated that it was a political party dedicated
to segration.

The Ku Klux Klan has been designated by ’the
United States Attorney General 'pursuant to Executive
Order 104-50 .

•
• •

-
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

in Reply, Phase Refer to New York, New York
FUe No.

January 5 , 1959
NY 105-6112

Re:, National Renaissance Party
Racial Matters

Npw Vo-Pk T-1 .utilized in the report of Special
3 dated and captioned as. above.Agent

has furnished reliable information in the past and obtained
his inforaation from a source whom he termed reliable,
but whose identity he did not wish to disclose.

New York T-2 has furnished reliable information
in the past. *

New York T-3 $as in a position to furnish reliable
information

.

The confidential source mentioned in the Appendix
of this report has furnisiied reliable information in the
past and obtained his- information from a source whom he
termed reliable, but whose identity he did not wish to
disclose.
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This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of any kind.

,

It is the property of the
FBI, and is a loan to your agency; it and/or its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DIRECTOR, (62-83296) .DATE:" 1/26/59

FROM

,. SUBJECT:.

./

SACV NEWARK (105-1278)

o : .

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
RACIAL HATTERS
00: New York

New York.
Rerep of: SA dated 1/5/59 at

./ Jo 6 ..

b7C

IC ROBERT E. HOREL determined from Chief Clerk
:

JOHN SANTO, Credit Bureau of Centr&l New Jersey, Plainfield,
N.J., on 1/16/59, that his records contained no information
regarding GUY P. DACCI, 3 Mountain .Ave., Bound Brook, N.J.

The New Jersey Address Telephone Directory which
covers Middlesex County, N.J*, reflects that the Home
Improvement Center is’ located. at 3 Mountain Ave. ,

Bound,
Brook, -N* J.

: V .'.’V
'

.

’

" \ V.'\. -

A recheck of the records^f the_ . ^ credit bureau
on 1/2M59 reflected that, DOMINI£^AIA , 40 Regent St; , .

North Plainfield,N.J., Is the owner of"the Home Tmprove-
mentncbirtWr~3r.:Mduhtain^Ave , , Bound Brook , N.J*• The busi-
ness involves the sale and installation of all types of :

home improvements • ; .

’ ''

A approx. / & O ..
• :

’

1/22/59.,'

Police Department determined through
the U* S.

a source of his
Post Office at Bound:Brook N • J.. that GUY

receives mail at 3 Mountain

xrcm

be
’b7C

;

Ave*^ f
CCI

contacted DOMINIC LAIA, owner of the

.

Home Improvement . center , regarding a local violation, and
determined that DACCI is employed by LAIA and liveis in a
room at the fear of the store and further that DACCI would
be the person to be: contacted should any emergency arise
that would necessitate a contact with the Bound Brook Police
Department* T lobserved DACCI and described him
as follows:

: V
2 - BureAu' REGISTERED MAIL
1 - New York ‘'(105-6112) RM
1 - Newark ”

’

;

/,

RGOirac .
•

(4) U02
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;
:

'Age:, •'
> -'- 56 ’

.

: V., -,-V\ - ;

-i Height: 'Vi^ 5 *• 8 '.'" >-
v V- ,

L Weight: .

• ;"i60
:
lbs.' - \ ;

;•
: ;

Hair :
- -Gray r: brown,. :'/ "V

' '

• Complexion :
' Medium

' -'Dress: -. Sloppy'' -

Peculiarities : Has white Spitz dog for pet
•,
Employed: Approximately 2 years

The records pf the Bound Brook, N.J. Police Depart-
ment contained no information regarding DOMINIC LAIA Or
GUY P. DACCI. \ ..

Newark .files contain no information regarding DACCI
or LAIA. - RUC - '

. ...Vx • ,.v:
;•

)



Office M.emo^ndum • 3

1

TO

FROM
/

SUBJECT:

<r

/f-
14/^

UNITED

DIRECTOR, FBI (62-83296)

SAC, NEW YORK (105-6112)

'O
NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY
SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATION CHARACTERIZATION

^-’(ERNMENJ

DATE:

2 7 1959

the Nationa^Renaiasance Party^fan^flem?^4 *5?*

tt, MflDOLE, who ts tn complete StS?”^!n W9 by
Party's main function is dlatrihSS^ £ E

arty ‘

Renaissance Bulletin" An a
^e National

of pro-Arab literature^obtained^om^f a
?
d

n
distribution

establishments in NYC?
0Dtalned from official Arab.

United Stat^^ous^of Commltt;ee of the
report dated I2/17/54, staged ^

n
D
a Preliminary

American?
8 “*

sri-is-
^-Bureau (62-83296 ) (Rm)
1-Ndw York (100-90311)
1 -New York (105-6112)

/KDBsmm c.

rDB:mzmrL %

CC RfeT STAMPED
^PPFtOVED 7.1-5%

appRova
,jul 2 1959

Date *

TTLjl

1959 1 v

r^ f^!'DED
'

152 MAY 28 1959
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